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Minger case against Murray State heads to trial next month
Minger

By The Associated Press
A civil lawsuit against the Murray
Srate University board of regents by the
mother of a student who died in a dorm
fire five years ago is scheduled to go to
• trial next month.
A hearing on Monday failed to bring
a settlement to Gail Minger's lawsuit.

Hope still

"I don't think there is any chance of
its being settled," Calloway Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust said.
The trial is scheduled for Nov. 12 in
Murray.
Minger contends university officials
tled to adequately investigate a Sept.
1 , 1998, fire in the dorm that also is

believed to have been arson. Five days
later, her son, Michael Minger, 19, died
of smoke inhalation in a fire in the same
dorm. Investigators have said the fatal
fire was set in the hallway of Hester Hall
in the morning.
Murder, arson and assault charges
were brought against a former student,

but a jury deadlocked 10-2 in June 2001
in favor of acquittal. Prosecutors later
dropped the charges.
Minger also said that she wanted her
son out of the dorm because of his disabilities, but that Murray State would
not permit it.
Minger said in the suit that she noti-

fled university housing officials of her
son's disabilities, including attentiondeficit disorder, dyslexia and perception/spatial disorientation.
The university has asked that the
lawsuit be dismissed, though that
motion was denied.

Tis the Season? Already?!?

being
shared in
eastern
Kentucky
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Phillip Lynn Rogers feels a little
like Santa Claus when he makes his
annual visit to Wolfe County in
eastern Kentucky to provide relief
there.
"The first few years I went there
I literally cried,"
Rogers,
said
who is president
of Share the
Hope."I specifically remember
a little girl who
said, 'I love
you, Santa. Why
didn't you come
Rogers
earlier?—
In its 10th
year, Share the Hope collects food,
toys, personal hygiene items,cleaning supplies and household items
for residents in Wolfe County.
Items will be collected through
early December and will be distributed Dec. 13 in eastern Kentucky.
Wolfe County is the second
poorest county in Kentucky. Only
Owsley County has more poverty
among its residents.
"It's the 20th poorest county in
the nation and it's right here in our
state," Rogers said. "They have
actually called us `angels.—
Toothpaste, toothbrushes, soaps.
towels, wash clothes, sheets, blankets, cleaning supplies, new underwear, feminine products, shoes,
socks, pots, pans, dishes, lamps and
mattresses are among the items
needed, Rogers said.
•See
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BRANDI WILLIAMS/Ledger & Times photo

Tab Brockman was named the new Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Com.nerce executive director today.

Brockman tabbed
as new Chamber
of Commerce head

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

David Shreve of Christmas Decor of Mayfield strings some green lights on one of the trees
outside the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce office Tuesday morning. Shreve
said this is one of many decoration jobs they will perform over the next few weeks and the
early date gives them a better chance at completing their schedule for the Christmas season.

in

Ile The Race To Frankfort
Wood hits state roads to Fletcher plays up no-tax
campaign for A.G. post
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
While campaigning for attorney
general, Republican Jack Wood has
visited all of Kentucky's 120 counties and driven
enough miles to
travel around the
world.
Crisscrossing
the state in a
maroon
Oldsmobile
Bravada, Wood
has
driven
Wood
27,000
since
June to spread
his conservative message.
"In five months, I've traveled
around the world, but never left the
confines of Kentucky," Wood said
in an interview Tuesday afternoon
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at the Murray Ledger & Times.
Wood faces Greg Stumbo, a
Democrat who has served 23 years
in the Kentucky Legislature, and
Gatewood Galbraith, a well-known
independent candidate, in the Nov.
4 election.
"I'm the conservative one in the
race," said Wood,52."I am pro-life
and pro-family and I want to put the
Ten Commandments back up on the
wall."
The attorney general heads the
state's law department and is the top
prosecutor in the Commonwealth.
Wood said his four years as a district judge in eastern Kentucky and
10 years as an assistant county
attorney in Jefferson County has
prepared him well for the next level.

•See Page 2A
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pledge

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Republican Ernie Fletcher is drawing attention to a "no tax" pledge he
says he has signed as he courts vot
ers in conservative wester!,
Kentucky.
A television commercial his
campaign began airing on Tuesday
mentions the pledge, which is promoted by Americans for Tax
Reform, a conservative group based
in Washington, D.C.
The 30-second spot notes that
Attorney General Ben Chandler,
Fletcher's opponent for governor,
JOSH GIVENS, The (Madisonville) Messenged AP Photo
has signed nothing. Chandler says
he does not intend to raise taxes but Rep. Ernie Fletcher, R-Ky., speaks with supporter David
considers it irresponsible to sign a Lisanby at the Madisonville-Hopkins County Hot Topic
pledge to that effect.
Luncheon at First United Methodist Church in Madisonville,
Fletcher recalled the statement Ky., Tuesday.
during a rally Tuesday night at
said. "I'm willing to sign a piece of
Brescia University in Owensboro.
Verbal assurance is one thing, he paper that says I'm not going to II See Page 2A
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
local candidates apply for the posiStaff Writer
tion, but Brockman stood out
Tab Brockman, president of among them.
Teamwork
Marketing
"I think he's got a lot of motivaand
Promotions, was named executive tion and he's a forward thinker,"
director of the Murray-Calloway Morgan said. "We look forward to
County Chamber of Commerce this some really good things."
Brockman said he has a great
morning.
The Chamber board selected love for Murray and this position
Brockman from their list of candi- gives him the opportunity to help
dates, and feels that Brockman has the town grow into its potential.
the drive to make the chamber great.
-This is a chance for me to add to
"The Chamber board's focus was all the great things in Murray
to make sure we got the right person already," he said.
to serve the chamber well," said
Brockman has experience in
Chamber President Joe Wright. business and marketing through
"We're fired up about the future of other positions he has held in the
this chamber. We've got some work community. He was national sales
manager
to do and someone good to do it."
for
S'portable
Chamber president-elect Dr. Jay
Morgan said the board had over 10 III See Page 2A
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Sun hurls another flare toward Earth
By JOSEPH B. VERRENGIA
AP Science Writer
Another spectacular eruption on
the surface of the Sun sent charged
particles hurling toward Earth today.
and scientists said the cloud could
significantly disrupt communications on Earth and may even hamper
firefightiagefforts in California.
"It's headed straight for us like
freight train." said John Kohl. a
solar astrophysicist at the Harvardfor
Center
Smithsonian
Astrophysics in Cambridge. Mass.
"This is the real thing."
In Tokyo. Japan's space agency
announced the Kodama communications satellite malfunctioned
mode after being affected by the
flare. The agency said it was temporarily shut down and would be
reactivated after the solar storm subsided.
The explosion of gas and charged
particles into space from the corona,
the outermost layer of the sun's
atmosphere. isn't harmful to people.
But it can knock out satellite communications, which some emergency crews are relying on in bat-

pipeline controls an even the flow
of electricity along power lines.
Space weather forecasters first
warned of that possibility last week,
when a previous solar flare erupted,
and then they saw a new sunspot
region developing in another region
of the sun's face.
The cloud of charged particles
from last week's eruption struck
Earth "with only a glancing blow,"
Kohl said. lt,disrupted some airline
communications.
But Kohl said scientists observed
NASA/AP Photo
the biggest such explosion in 30
A spectacular eruption on the years shortly before 6 a.m. EST
surface of the Sun on Tuesday Tuesday. It produced a particle
seen here by NASA's SOHO cloud 13 times larger than Earth and
space satellite, sent charged hurtled through the solar system at
particles hurling toward Earth more than 1 million miles per hour.
The resulting geomagnetic storm
today, and scientists said the
cloud could significantly dis- could be ranked among the most
rupt communications on Earth powerful of its kind and last for 24
and may even hamper fire- hours. It is expected to disrupt the
communications satellites and high
fighting efforts in California.
frequency radios.
tling California's wildfires.
In southern California, wildfires
Similar solar events in recent already have knocked out many
years have disrupted television
transmissions, GPS navigation, oil

"There is just a great need there,"
he said. "There is really nothing
there but a small town about the size
of Hazel."
Ten years ago, Share the Hope
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loaded a horse trailer full of contributions for the eastern Kentucky
residents. Now, as in the last four
years, the local volunteers will
tightly pack a semi-truck to deliver
the donations.
Share the Hope volunteers will
distribute items this year at Red
River Valley. Two churches in
Indiana have joined the effort and
will disperse donations from other
Wolfe County schools.
"We have literally helped the
entire county," Rogers said. "What
we are doing is going through
Family Resource Centers there.
They are like what we have here,
but the problem with their centers is
they don't have resources. We are
the resources. Everybody is in the
same boat there; nobody can help
anybody."
Contributions should be packed
properly and labeled. Monetary
donations are accepted and help to
purchase necessary items. To make
a donation, call Share the Hope at
753-1001.
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MISS YOUR PAPER?

Because of a typographical
error, the name of Jordan B.
Henson was spelled incorrectly in
the sixth grade honor roll for
Calloway County Middle School,
published Monday. The Ledger
regrets the error.

Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press. Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association_ The Associated
Press is exclusively entitled to news onginated by Murray Ledger & Times.

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting, however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news mistake or error, please call
753-1916.
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From Front
"I'm the only prosecutor in the
race," he said. 'The other two candidates have only ever been defense
attorneys. I've always wanted to be
the attorney general of the state of
Kentucky."
Wood, who is married and has
two daughters, graduated from
University of Louisville law school
in 1979. He Vvas the district judge
serving Cumberland, Casey, Adair
and Monroe counties from 1982-86.
From 1988-98, Wood was an assistant county attorney in Jefferson
County, where he still lives.
believes
he
said
Wood
Kentuckians want the political corruption in Frankfort cleaned up with
morality restored to state government. If elected, he also wants to
tackle the drug problems in the
state. Methamphetamine abuse is
running rampant in western
Kentucky and Oxycontin is a concern in the eastern part of the state.
"I want to expand drug court, a
very successful program that started
in Jefferson County," Wood said.
"It's also important to increase education. These drugs now days are so
destructive. Maybe if people knew
more, there would be less abuse."
The average cost each year for
drug users is about $60,000, Wood
said. Drug abuse also leads to
increased crime, especially domestic abuse and robberies.
Until last year, Wood was a reg-

From Front

istered Democrat. He said he
changed his political party affiliation because the Republican philosophy was more like his personal
believes.
"Right now, I'm seeing a total
collapse of the Democratic party in
Kentucky," he said. "That's something no one would have predicted."
Wood said he hopes to attract
conservative voters from both parties.
"For a Republican to win in this
state, you have to attract conservative Democrat voters," he said.
Lexington Mayor Teresa Issac
publicly supports Galbraith, a move
Wood said he believes will help him
be elected Kentucky's next attorney
general.
"Every vote Gatewood is getting
is talcing away from Greg Stumbo,"
Wood said. "That helps me."
While listening to voters across
the state, Wood has heard how
Kentuckians feel about the gubernatorial race. U.S Congressman Ernie
Fletcher would become the first
Republican governor in 32 years if
he defeats Democrat Ben Chandler,
the current attorney general.
'This is not an even race, from
what I hear," Wood said. "People
are telling me they are supporting
Fletcher. This race is going to be
different than any other race
because there are so many variables. One of those variables is that
Paul Patton is killing the
Democratic ticket."

FALL FESTIVAL

She was charged with trafficking
in an anti-depressant while in jail
awaiting trial regarding the 2001
killing of her newborn in her MSU
dorm room. The trafficking charge
was dropped, though, and she was
later charged with promoting contraband.
Turner was found guilty of second-degree manslaughter in the
death of her newborn during a retrial earlier this year and was sentenced to 10 years.
The contraband charge will be
added to her 10-year sentence.

•Fletcher ...

•Wood ...

The following is an event that
are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office will be closed
Thursday from 12:30-2:30 p.m.
so employees can attend the
funeral of dispatcher Steve
Harper. The office apologizes for
any inconvenience.

All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
•
week.

$43.50

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
State
Murray
A former
University stupleaded
dent
guilty Monday to
first-degree promoting contraband and was
sentenced to one
year.
Angelita
Turner entered
in
Turner
plea
the
Calloway County
Circuit Court.

ple on the same page in a hurry."
His first job, other than learning
Scoreboards, assistant athletic the ropes, will be gathering support
director for marketing at Murray and pushing a membership drive.
State Univeristy and helped start the Most of the Chamber activities are
RACER Foundation. Before resid- funded by dues from members and
ing in Murray, Brockman worked the drive is almost a month behind.
"It'll take a lot of effort to pull
for seven years as assistant general
together quickly," Brockman
the
of
one
marketing
for
manager
Louisville Redbirds minor league said.
He also said he wants to start
baseball team and the Louisville
some annual, quarterly or even
RiverFrogs hockey club.
Brockman also has made a name monthly events for chamber memfor himself locally through his work bers that will feature guest speakers
as president of the United Way of in business.
He said he hopes to bring in peoMurray/Calloway County and local
youth sports leagues. Brockman ple from throughout the region or
feels working with these communi- even nationally.
"We have a lot of resources at
ty groups can assist him in gaining
Murray State to rely upon,"
support for the chamber.
"Having to work with lots of vol- Brockman said. 'There are a lot of
unteer groups is the key to getting things going on good at the
' people involved," he said."We hope Chamber I'm going to try to keep
to get lots of organizations and peo- up."

Town Crier

Subscription Rates

6 months

Turner pleads guilty
to contraband charge

From Front

From Front

$21.75

Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Airgas at 3820 U.S. 641 South reported the theft of 15 propane
cylinders at 10:28 a.m. Monday
— Information obtained from logs
reports and citations from respective agencies

•Brockman.

III Hope ...

3 months

microwave communication antennas on the ground, making satellite
communications important to emergency efforts. Researchers said safety personnel might encounter communications interference.
Federal researchers said they
already have turned off instruments
and taken other precautions with
science satellites.
A positive note: strong geomagnetic storms can produce colorful
auroras in the night sky visible as far
south as Texas and Florida beginning late Wednesday.
Sunspots and solar storms tend to
occur in,--I-1-year cycles; the current
cycle peaked in late 2000.
Scientists compared the latest
flare to the "Bastille Day storm" that
occurred in July 2000.
"The Bastille Day storm produced considerable disruption to
both ground and space high-tech
systems," said Bill Murtagh, a space
weather forecaster for the National
Atmospheric
and
Oceanic
Administration.

Sheriffslog

raise your taxes," he said, drawing
applause.
It's a popular stand around here,
said Bob Howe,the Daviess County
coroner, a 50-year Democrat who
said Fletcher is the first Republican
he ever has supported for governor.
'They're swinging more conservative all the time in this county,"
Howe said in an interview.
Howe said he
was baffled by
Democratic
opposition to the
tax cuts pushed
President
by
Bush. Chandler
has couched his
criticism of tax
terms of
Chandler cuts inthey
conhow
tribute to a federal budget deficit.
Chandler courted votes among
senior citizens in Louisville and
Lexington, talking at length about
prescription drug costs. He had a
light public schedule Wednesday,
but Wendell Ford,the former governor and U.S. senator, planned to
stump as a surrogate around central
Kentucky.
Fletcher, the 6th District congressman, was spending a third
straight day in western Kentucky,
an area both campaigns say is crucial. He told audiences the region
has little to show after eight consecutive Democratic administrations.
"We feel like it's a part of the
state that in many ways has been
neglected," Fletcher told a Chamber
of Commerce audience in
Madisonville.
President Bush comes to the area
on Saturday to stump for Fletcher in
Paducah before heading east to
London.
Campaigning at an assisted-living facility in Louisville, Chandler
promised to tackle high prescription
drug costs if elected. He has proposed joining with other states in a
compact to negotiate with drug
manufacturers for lower prices.
"It's extremely important to do it
because I know that there are so
many people who have to choose
between whether they have their
medicine or even whether they get
something to eat or whether they
have a proper place to stay,"
Chandler said.
Taylor Woolfolk, 75, said she
takes four or five prescriptions. She
said her children manage her
money, but she's certain her prescription bills are high. Chandler
sympathized.
"It's unbelievable what they
charge, and something needs to be
done." he said, leaning to speak to

Fletcher runs new ad,
criticizes Chandler as
'career politician'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Republican gubernatorial candidate Ernie Fletcher began
running a new ad Tuesday that
tells voters he and Democratic
opponent Ben Chandler "could
be no more different."
The 30-second spot began
airing statewide on Tuesday,
Fletcher spokesman Wes Irvin
said. It shows Fletcher walking
through a busy street, and then
cuts to pictures of Chandler
seated at a microphone.
"Ernie Fletcher worked his
way through life, as a jet fighter
pilot, family doctor and congressman," the commercial
narrator says."Ben Chandler is
just a lifelong career politician."
It also criticizes Chandler for
not signing a pledge that "won't
increase taxes."
Chandler has not signed the
pledge, but has called it meaningless. Chandler said during a
statewide event that the pledge
"whatever
mean
could
(Fletcher) wants it to mean."
Mark Nickolas, Chandler's
manager, said
campaign
Fletcher should not characterize himself as an "outsider"
because he's held office in the
state Legislature and in
Congress. "An outsider of
what? Certainly not politics,"
Nickolas said. "Ernie Fletcher's
new ad is as dishonest as (his)
whole campaign is."
Woolfolk. "We're going to get right
to work on it. We're going to tackle
that."
Fletcher promoted his idea of a
prescription "discount card" for the
elderly. He said a Fletcher administration would help negotiate lower
drug prices for people in the plan.
On another issue, Democrats say
Fletcher already has a transition
team in place, and Chandler campaign manager Mark Nickolas said
Tuesday that it was "presumptuous."
Fletcher said he had a "pretransilion team" and that he considered it
prudent, given the brief interim
between the general election and
the next governor's inauguration on
Dec. 9.
"I think it'd be malpractice if
you weren't prepared," Fletcher
said in an interview. "I've • been
focused entirely on the campaign,"
he said. Planning now "will help us
put together a transition team if we
win this thing. Knowing that you
only have a few weeks, anybody
that's not prepared to do that is not
somebody you'd want for governor."

Hey Kids Birth 6th Grade,
Don't miss a night of free food, games,
crafts, activities, lots of candy and...FON!!!

Friday, October 31, 2003
5:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Christian Activity Center(Gym)
•Hotdogs & Chili From 5:00-7:30
*Games For All Ages
*Cupcake Walk *Craft Room
*Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?
•Kids and Adults feel free to dress in a positive,
nonviolent costume
•Family Worship 8:00

Westside
Baptist Church
207 Robertson Road South, Murray
(270)753-8240
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Oh Brown Vice President Global
framed Certificate of Completion to Angela "Chris" Story
**successfully completing iS0 Internal Aujtor training

Please join me in congratulating Angela "Chris" Story on
successfully completing ISO 9001:2000 Internal Auditor
Training. She will be on the Murray facility Internal Auditor
Team. Jakel, Incorporated wants to thank Chns for her hard
work in achieving this goal! She will be a huge asset to the
ISO team.

•
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Steven Ray Harper
Steven Ray Harper, 46, Ky. 94 East, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 27,
2003, at 9:15 p.m. at his home. His death was sudden.
A dispatcher at the office of Calloway County Sheriff Larry Roberts, he
was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church, where he taught a Sunday
school class. He was born Nov. 19, 1956, in Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Outland Harper, to whom he
was married Nov. 23, 1992; two daughters, Mrs. Stephanie Love and husband, David, Buchanan, Tenn., and Ms. Jamie Harper, Murray; his father
and stepmother, Rabon and Joyce Harper, mother, Ms. Claudene Darnell,
one brother, Dewayne Harper and wife, Pam, one niece, Karby Harper, and
one nephew, Kyle Harper, all of Murray; two aunts, Mrs. Virginia Houston
and husband, Don, Murray, and Mrs. Glenda Lawson and husband, Joey,
Dexter; one uncle, Wayne Johnston and wife, Evelyn, Kirksey.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Todd Buck and Bro. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Sheriff Larry Roberts, Col. Dennis McDaniel,
Sgt. Gene Johnson, and Deputy Sheriffs Rick Scarborough, Kevin Bearsby,
Roger Dawson, Dan Galloway and Sammy Bradshaw. Honorary pallbearers will be remaining members of the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and members of Steadfast Sunday school class at Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Pauline Pointer
Mrs. Pauline Pointer, 82, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 28, 2003, at 11:20
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Rhybon Crump
The funeral for Rhybon Crump was today (Wednesday) at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Mike Jones and the
Rev. Hal Shipley officiated. Music was by the Rev. Roy Marquess Jr.,
vocalist, and Martha Davis, organist.
Active pallbearers were Earl Crump, Raybon Crump Jr., Mack
Cunningham, James Flood, Donald Jones and Stephen Jones . An honorary
group was co-workers of the Kentucky Transportation Department. Burial
was in the Oak Grove Baptist Church Cemetery in Trigg County.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oak Grove Baptist Church
Cemetery Fund, 45 Floyd Sumner Rd., Cadiz, Ky., 42211.
Mr. Crump, 73, Old Canton Pike, Cadiz, died Sunday, Oct. 26, 2003, at
10:17 p.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
He had retired after 20-plus years of service with the Tennessee Valley
Authority and also from Kentucky Transportation Department. An Army
veteran of the Korean conflict, he was a member of Oak Grove Baptist
Church in Trigg County and of Cadiz Lodge #121 of Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born Jan. 19, 1930, in the Between the Rivers area of Trigg County, he
was the son of the late James Monroe Crump and Beatrice McCloud
Crump.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Crump; one daughter, Mrs.
Paula Flood and husband, James, one son, Raybon Crump Jr. and wife,
Kim,and one grandchild, Brittney N. Crump,all of Cadiz; two sisters, Mrs.
Masil McWharter, Texarkana, Ark., and Mrs. Charlene Morgan, Calloway
County; two brothers, Alvin H. Crump, Cadiz, and Earl Crump, Marshall
County.

Motorcycle deaths rise in Kentucky
WASHINGTON
(AP) Motorcycle deaths increased by
more than 50 percent in Kentucky
and 100 percent in Louisiana after
those states repealed their mandatory helmet laws, according to a government study released Tuesday.
In the two years before
Louisiana's 1999 repeal, an average
of 26 motorcyclists died in crashes,
the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration said. In the
two years after repeal, the average
was 55 motorcyclists killed.
In Kentucky, there were 24
motorcyclists on average killed in
the two years before the 1998 repeal
and an average of 38 motorcyclists
in the two years after the repeal.
Those numbers amount to an

increase of 58 percent in Kentucky
and 111 percent in Louisiana.
Supporters of helmet laws say
the government should punish
states that don't require helmets,
since the public often ends up paying medical costs for those injured
in motorcycle accidents. Opponents
of the laws say the government
should spend more to train riders
instead of pushing for helmets.
The numbers of motorcyclists
wearing helmets dropped dramati
cally in Kentucky and Louisiana
after repeal of the helmet laws. In
Kentucky, helmet usage dropped
from 96 percent in 1997 to 65 percent in 1999. In Louisiana, helmet
usage dropped from 100 percent in
1998 to 52 percent in 2000.
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Air guardsmen set to
deploy to Persian Gulf
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Nearly 30 members of the
Kentucky Air National Guard are
scheduled to depart Wednesday
for the Persian Gulf region.
It will be their second deployment this year in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom and
the war on terror.
The airmen are members of
the 123rd Airlift Wing. They
include pilots, navigators, aircraft maintenance personnel
and other support troops.
Some departing members
were deployed earlier this year
in support of the Iraq war. Others
were sent to Germany as part of
the war on terror, the Bosnia
peacekeeping mission and U.S.led military operations in Liberia.
Their latest departure is considered the first phase of the
unit's redeployment to the
Persian Gulf region, the
Kentucky Air Guard said in a
release. More airmen are
expected to follow in coming
weeks, it said.
Since Sept. 11, 2001, the
Kentucky Air Guard has
deployed more than 500 airmen
around the world, many more
than once.
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struck
Baghdad
Universitv's
College of Physical Education. dantaging the wall of an enclosed volleyball court. There were no casualties in the shelling.
In Tikrit, Saddam's hometot n.
insurgents fired late Tuesday on the
south gate at the main U.S. militar\
base there. At least one American
soldier from the 4th Infantrs
Division was wounded, witnesses
said. A patrol was sent out to search
for the assailants, who fled after to ing on the troops from a nearb
rooftop.
And a U.S. military convoy was
attacked Tuesday night by small
arms fire in the northern city of
Mosul, the military said. There were
no casualties.
Rockets were fired Tuesday night
at a U.S. military compound in the
oil center of Kirkuk, according to
Saleh Sabah, a member of the Iraqi
National Accord which has offices
near the compound.
Sabah said the U.S. troops.
returned fire with mortars and
blocked all roads leading to their
garrison.
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Wednesday. "We shall continue to
do everything we can to thwart them
and reconstruct the country."
A spokesman for the multinational division at Camp Babylon said the
attack on the Ukrainians occurred
when two of their armored personnel carriers rolled over land mines
near Suwayrah about 40 miles
southeast of Baghdad.
After the vehicles were disabled,
unidentified gunmen opened fire on
the disembarked soldiers, the
spokesman said on condition of
anonymity.
About 1,650 Ukrainians are serving in the Polish-led stabilization
force patrolling central and southern
Iraq.
In Baghdad, half a dozen mortar
rounds exploded late Tuesday in an
upscale Jadriya neighborhood
across the Tigris River from the
U.S.-led coalition headquarters but
caused no damage or casualties, the
U.S. military said Wednesday.
One landed in a field close to a
palace once occupied by one of
Saddam Hussein's daughters, now a
headquarters for the U.S. civil-military affairs command. Another
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Iraqi policemen and U.S. Army soldiers patrol the streets of Baghdad today after a half dozen
mortar rounds exploded in overnight shelling in Baghdad across the Tigris River, close to the
U.S.-led coalition headquarters, but caused no damage or casualties, the U.S. military said. The
Tuesday night barrage, which could be heard in the center of the capital, followed a day of violence in which insurgents targeted U.S. forces and Iraqis who work with the occupation authorities.
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By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)- Two
American soldiers were killed when
their Abrams battle tank was damaged by resistance fighters, U.S.
officials said Wednesday, as the
number of U.S. soldiers killed in
combat since major fighting ended
topped the wartime total.
In a separate attack, seven
Ukrainian troops were wounded in
the first ambush of a multinational
unit in the Polish sector south of
Baghdad, coalition officials said.
The latest deaths bring to 115 the
number of American soldiers killed
in combat in Iraq since President
Bush declared an end to major fighting May 1. Defense Department figures - updated on its Web site
Tuesday -show 114 U.S. soldiers
died in the active combat phase,
which began March 20.
The Abrams tank was disabled
when it was struck by a land mine or
a roadside bomb Tuesday night during a patrol near Balad, 45 miles
north of Baghdad, said Maj. Josslyn
Aberle, a spokeswoman for the 4th
Infantry Division. A third crewman
was evacuated to a U.S. hospital in
Germany, she said.
It was believed to be the first M1
Abrams main battle tank destroyed
since the end of major combat May
1. During the active combat phase.
several of the 68-ton vehicles-the
mainstay of the U.S. Army's
armored forces - were disabled in
combat.
The latest attacks, including a
nighttime mortar barrage in
Baghdad,followed a day of violence
in which insurgents targeted
American forces and Iraqis who
work with the occupation authorities. U.S. officials also announced
that Baghdad's Deputy Mayor Faris
Abdul Razzaq al-Assam was killed
Sunday in a drive-by shooting.
On Wednesday, Baghdad police
commander Maj. Gen. Hassan alObeid announced new measures,
including additional 24-hour checkpoints and special patrols, to heighten security in the capital, according
to coalition-run Iraqi television.
The proliferation of attacks on
Iraqis allied with the occupation
bodes ill for attempts by the U.S.-led
authorities to persuade more Iraqis
to join in administering the country
and play a greater role in providing
security. Resistance forces have targeted several prominent figures,
including Aquila al-Hashimi, a
member of the Governing Council,
who was fatally shot Sept. 20.
British Prime Minister Tony Blair
condemned as "brutal and wicked" a
wave of attacks that killed dozens of
people this week.
"These attacks are the work of
evil people who do not wish to see a
stable and prosperous Iraq," Blair
told the House of Commons on

i
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If Medicare bill
passes, GOP could
soon reap a
political windfall
nated by conservatives, and the
Senate, where modest bipartisanship, at least, is a prerequisite to
approval.
Republicans, a party of limited
government whose lawmakers
voted overwhelmingly against the
original Medicare program in 1965.
are on the verge of passing the
largest expansion of the program
since its creation. Conservatives
grumble about that, and those who
It's a conclusion reached in surgrumble the loudest accounted for
vey after survey, delivered to lawmost of the 19 Republican votes in
makers and their staff in meeting
opposition to a measure that passed
after meeting. And it's partly
the House in the summer.
responsible for the drive to write a
Some conservatives who voted
bill that can pass Congress and be
in favor of that bill did so in spite
signed into law by President Bush
of the new benefit, not because of
by year's end.
"When you're looking at the fact it.
Several weeks later, they wrote
that the Republicans control the
House Speaker Dennis Hastert, Rgovernment, the Medicare issue
Ill., that they had supported it
becomes a governance issue," said
because "in addition to creating a
Linda DiVail, one of several
prescription drug benefit, it proRepublican pollsters to look into
vides limited but necessary freethe issue. In addition, she said in an
market reforms to ensure the longinterview, passage of legislation
term solvency of Medicare."
gives the GOP the chance to "proThey told him any congressional
vide a benefit that people would be
compromise measure must preserve
pleasantly surprised came from
that approach or they "cannot in
Republicans."
good conscience- vote for it.
Added pollster William
In the same letter, they suggestMclnturff: "I have been saying for
ed an alternative: a "limited prea long time that it is an enormous
positive for the president to have
scription drug benefit serving only
passed a Medicare prescription drug Americans who truly need it" —
benefit." McInturff wrote recently
meaning low-income older people
that the legislation would make
and those with extremely high drug
costs.
2004 "better and stronger" for
To some measure, the divide in
President Bush and congressional
Republicans.
Congress on that issue is mirrored
For their part, some Democrats
among the party's pollsters.
"The key thing is a universal
argue that Republicans face trouble
if they go ahead with plans to pass
benefit" that goes beyond a governlegislation combining a drug benefit ment-backed discount card that
with measures to overhaul the
entitles older Americans to disentire Medicare program.
counts on their prescriptions, said
"If they pass something that's
Di Vail, president of American
bad, then they're going to pay a
Viewpoint.
very high price," said Celinda Lake,
But research by David Winston,
a Democratic pollster. "This bill is
who polls for House as well as
so bad, it reminds me of the cataSenate Republican leadership
strophic experience," she added. It
groups, has found favor for an
was a reference to legislation that a
approach that gives all older
Democratic-controlled Congress
Americans a discount card while
passed in the late-1980s — providreserving direct government subsiing catastrophic medical benefits,
dies for those most in need.
but requiring wealthier older
Bush himself settled that arguAmericans to pay a surcharge for
ment long ago. Lobbying for votes
them — and was forced to repeal
last summer, he told dissident
swiftly.
Republicans he had campaigned in
Republicans are no doubt aware
2000 for a benefit to be available to
of the political pitfalls, having been
all older Americans, and added,
attacked in past campaigns for
"We're here to deliver."
favoring a privatized Medicare sysIf Medicare legislation was a
tem. and having been warned anew. campaign promise three years ago,
'Seniors' satisfaction with their
it may be more than that now.
coverage means they are not lookBush's poll ratings are eroding in
ing for fundamental change in the
general in the wake of postwar difMedicare program. whereas a clear
ficulties in Iraq, including among
majority of the general electorate
older people.
and pre-seniors are looking for funA New York Times-CBS poll
damental change," DiVall wrote,
taken this month showed Bush with
41 percent support among voters
based on a survey completed in
age 65 and older, down from 44
early September for the Federation
of American Hospitals.
percent in July and 63 percent in
There is irony in what the
May.
Republicans are attempting. And
there is accompanying controversy
David Espo is chief congressionreflected in the effort at a comproal correspondentfor The Associated
mise that can pass the House, domi- Pre
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Memo
from Republican pollsters to the
GOP-controlled government:
approve Medicare prescription drug
legislation, the sooner the better. A
political windfall may await.

AP News Analysis

Attention Washington!
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U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Another Opinion
The following are editorials published by newspapers across Kentucky and provided by the Associated Press. This editorial is not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:

II The Courier-Journal, Louisville

fer smaller, less intrusive government are using
the full weight of their offices to substitute politKentuckians who remember the cruel politiical expedience for the choices of conscience
cal battle over Hugh Finn's fate no doubt are
feeling a little sick inside as they watch a similar that rightly belon4 to individuals.
• Glasgow Daily Times
battle going on in Florida over whether Terri
God bless Jody Richards.
Schiavo's feeding tube may be removed.
The speaker of the Kentucky House, who ran
The cases have a lot in common.
an unsuccessful campaign for governor in this
Both Mr. Finn, a former Louisville newscastyear's primaries, is now pushing legislation that
er, and Mrs. Schiavo had been in "a persistent
could make him far more popular than any
vegetative state" for years before their spouses
gubernatorial candidate could ever hope to be.
asked that they be allowed to die. In both situaRichards has proposed a law that would emutions, other family members disagreed, and the
late California's in its attempt to bring a halt to
courts repeatedly sided with the spouses.
But although that should have been the end to spam, ... the gunk that overloads your personal
and business e-mail accounts for offers and
both stories, it wasn't.
items you don't want or need and never solicitIn both states, the issue was seized upon by
ed.
demagogic politicians and the leaders of conserDuring a news conference, Richards said
vative fringe groups, who found it useful to their
Internet surfers should be free of "dubious" eown causes.
mails and he will pursue legislation that will
Michele Finn and Michael Schiavo, who
were already victims because they had lost loved curb them.
In this year of do-not-call lists, attention has
ones, were vilified simply for wanting their
also turned to the ballooning problem of spam,
loved ones to have peace.
which any e-mail user will tell you, is not quite
Of course, in both cases, the true villains
as invasive as unwanted telemarketing phone
have been the self-serving grandstanders who
calls. But's its still an unwanted invasion that
interfered to turn private agony into political
frequently interrupts business activity on the
theater.
Internet or cuts into leisure time while off the
Members of the Florida legislature passed a
clock....
law to give Gov. Jeb Bush the power to demand
According to The Associated Press, Richards'
Mrs. Schiavo is fed. The courts had allowed
proposal would cost companies who send unsocaregivers to honor her husband's decision to
licited e-mails up to $1,000 for each corresponend life support.
dence. A company could be fined as much as $1
The legislators — under pressure from such
million for repeated offenses.
radicals as Randall Terry of Operation Rescue
Both Richards and fellow Rep. Kathy Stein,
— barged in to create "a one-time stay to preD-Lexington, say any legislation to the effect
vent the withholding of nutrition."
won't conflict with the First Amendment.
Legal experts agree the law is probably
"This is not a free speech issue, this is a
unconstitutional, since it pertained to only one
property rights issue," Stein said.
case. Political experts agree it was a craven,
We agree. Go get 'em.
political act.
II The Winchester Sun
... When the governor of West Virginia interThe risk of an earthquake anytime soon along
vened in the Finn case, he lost and the courts
,the notorious New Madrid Seismic Zone recenttold him to pay Michele Finn $13.000 to help
ly was downgraded.
defray the costs of his interference.
Certainly that's encouraging, because three
That decision was later overturned, but the
memorable quakes, all greater than magnitude 8,
chastened Virginia legislature sent her $48,000.
occurred along the fault between December
The courts will probably rule that Florida
1811 and February 1812. Damage was reported
politicians had no right to intrude in this private
as far away as Washington, D.C., and
case either.
Charleston, S.C., and the mighty Mississippi
For Gov. Wish, it isn't even the first time he
River ran backward for a while. At the time, the
has intruded. Last spring, he asked a court to
area hardest hit by the quakes was lightly popuappoint him guardian for the fetus of a severely
lated. Should a similar-size quake occur along
retarded woman so her own guardian couldn't
the New Madrid today, the impact would be catallow an abortion.
As in Virginia, Republicans who claim to pre- astrophic because of the buildup that has
occurred in the area. Western Kentucky would

not escape such a quake unscathed, and much of
the rest of the state could at least feel it.
But while the risk has been downgraded, that
doesn't mean there can't or won't be another
quake along the New Madrid. Nor is it the only
fault Kentuckians need to be concerned about.
Some here still remember the lazy Sunday afternoon when an earthquake measuring 5.2 on the
Richter Scale occurred near Sharpsburg in Bath
County. It was light as earthquakes go, but still
caused $3.2 million in damage and shook homes
here. Other quakes have occurred along the
Sharpsburg and Maysville faults in the last 25
years or so.
Will there be another? No one can say, but
don't bet the family farm against it, because
odds are that sooner or later a quake of significant size will rock Kentucky. Perhaps not this
year, maybe not next year or even in the next
decade. But someday, and without warning, it
will happen.
That's why it's vitally important to prepare in
advance for the unthinkable and the reason each
October is Earthquake Preparedness Month in
Kentucky. And many of the advance preparations that should be made will serve
Kentuckians equally well during other disasters.
Certainly any preparation starts with having a
home emergency kit containing first-aid supplies, water and non-perishable items, a portable
radio and flashlight with spare batteries and
other essentials. Homeowners should know how
to shut off natural gas, water and electricity in
case lines are damaged. Tall shelves or other
items that could be toppled in an earthquake
should be secured to the wall and heavy objects
placed below the head level of the shortest person in the family.
Anyone caught outside in a quake should
move away from trees, signs, buildings and
downed electric lines. Motorists should pull to
the side of the road and stop away from overpasses, powerlines and other hazards and remain
in their vehicles until the shaking stops. Those at
home should take shelter under a heavy table or
desk if possible, or next to an inside wall with
their head and neck covered until the shaking
stops. Seriously damaged structures should be
evacuated as soon as the shaking stops and gas,
electricity and water turned off if they pose a
threat.
A major earthquake is unthinkable, and yet
the unthinkable does happen. And because it
does, it behooves all of us to take seriously
Earthquake Preparedness Month to be sure
we're prepared for whatever nature hurls at us.

Our Readers Write
To the Editor,
My name is Gerald Duncan. I ani magistrate
of Calloway County District I.
The November 4th election is very important
to Calloway County. I hope everyone will consider voting Ben Chandler for governor. Ben
knows western Kentucky and won't forget us
once the election is over.
I am old enough to remember when Ben's
grandfather, Happy Chandler, was Kentucky
governor. Happy was a good governor. As the
old saying goes. "The apple doesn't fall too far
from the tree."
For western Kentucky representation, vote
Chandler for governor.
Sincerely,
Gerald Duncan
Magistrate District I
To the Editor.
As Calloway County District 2 Magistrate, I
would like to remind you of your constitutional
right to vote in our upcoming election Tuesday,
November 4.
As magistrate. I am committed to improving
our county with better roads and programs for
our citizens through the fiscal court. In the election for governor, please consider casting your
vote for Ben Chandler, grandson of former
Kentucky governor, Happy Chandler. He has
also committed himself to remembering our
region if elected governor, and I feel certain that
we can count on him to help us continue the
many improvements that Calloway County has
seen in the recent past.
Remember to vote November 4. I am and I
am supporting Ben Chandler because I believe

he will support western Kentucky and Calloway
percent of state spending is for operating state
County.
government, and there has been waste in that
Thank you.
area. During the last eight years, the Legislature
Steve Lax (both Democrats and Republicans) have reduced
Magistrate District 2 taxes by over $2 billion. In the last biennium,
there have been many cuts in waste spending.
To the Editor,
As we look forward to continue serving the
This election may be one of the most signifipeople of the Commonwealth, I believe strongly
cant ones in the recent history of the
that the Democratic party led by Ben Chandler
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Those of us who
will regain the respect of all Kentuckians.
believe in the principles of the Democratic party
I know that the House Democrats have comare concerned about negative comments about
mitted themselves to establishing traditional
government. The events of the last four years
democratic platforms that are in the best interest
have done much to damage the perception of
of the working class. The Democrats represent
government, as well as government itself.
everyone who wants to join in; we are not a speI have been involved for the last 12 years
cial interest party. Each elected Democratic
with politics at the state level, and I admit that I 'iltrrember of the House and Senate are free to vote
have not been proud of either party's behavior; I
as they and their constituents see fit.
do believe that the Democratic party offers the
Ben Chandler is a life-long Democrat and has
best hope for the middle class working people of seen how important those principles are. He has
Kentucky.
been involved with the working middle class and
The primary and only objective of governknows that they are the true government, and he
ment is to provide services to people that they
has shown that he not afraid to lead even though
cannot achieve otherwise. The most important of it might not be popular. Please vote for Ben
those services are education, and health and
Chandler for Governor and vote for the
human-services. Over 90 percent of all expendiDemocratic party.
tures of government go for education, health and
Buddy Buckingham
human services and corrections. Less that 10
State Representative, 5th District

The deadline for letters regarding the
upcoming November election is today. No new letters will be
accepted after 5 p.m. today. Those letters received today will
be printed on this page before Saturday.

Officials
want more
moneys for
Bucks for
Brains
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Council on Postsecondary
Education hopes to squeeze
another round of state funding
for the Bucks for Brains program.
Mindful of the state's budget
woes, the council will ask legislators next year for $60 million,
half as much as has been given
in each of the three previous
rounds. The bulk of that would
go to the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
with the rest divided among the
regional universities.
Earlier this year, higher education officials agreed not to ask
for any more money for the program — which seeks to attract
top researchers to Kentucky —
because of the state's budget
shortfall. But the council has
decided that B.ucs for Brains is
too valuable to dro
"We think it's worth at least
putting up another request
because it's brought so many
people into the commonwealth,
and the results have been outstanding," said Tom Layzell,
council president.
By the end of 2004, the universities will have roughly $700
million devoted to research challenge trust funds — $350 million contributed by the state,
which is matched by public and
private donors.
Layzell is presenting the
budget to the full council on
Nov. 3 before it goes to the
General Assembly when it meets
in January.
UK President Lee Todd and
UofL President Jim Ramsey also
hope some of the money will be
used to expand the space where
research takes place, instead of
being reserved solely for professors.
need
desperately
"We
research facilities," Todd said.
"We've been able to create the
positions; now we need competitive facilities."
UK's major project is a $100
million biological sciences/pharmaceutical complex to be built
near the existing biology building.

Bush offers campaign theme of peace, freedom
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush time, and look forward to it," Bush said. "I'll facing voters there next Tuesday
In Mississippi, public opinion polls show
offered a broad defense of his foreign policy say that the world is more peaceful and more
and said his message that "the world is more free under my leadership, and America is former Republican Party Chairman Haley
Barbour with a slight edge in his bid to unseat
peaceful and more free under my leadership" more secure."
Gov. Ronnie Musgrove. Vice
ol
out
heading
Democratic
town
was
president
The
seca
for
bid
his
of
theme
prominent
a
be
will
Wednesday for an extended stay at his ranch President Dick Cheney campaigned for
ond White House term.
In a Rose Garden news conference in Crawford, Texas, which he was using as a Barbour on Monday.
Likewise, in Kentucky, surveys have the
Tuesday with reporters, the president asserted, base to take care of political business — his
Republican candidate, Rep. Ernie Fletcher,
however, that his re-election campaign had own and others' — during several side trips.
On Thursday, Bush attends two fund-rais- running ahead of the Democrat, Attorney
not yet begun. even though the Bush-Cheney
ers
for his re-election, in Columbus. Ohio, and General Ben Chandler.
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On Monday, on the way back to
of it through personal appearances by Bush at in San Antonio.
from his ranch. Bush swings
making
Washington
president
the
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Saturday
27 fund-raisers across the country over more
Ala., to add more cash
Birmingham.
in
through
two
Kentucky
and
Mississippi
in
two
stops
than five months.
"I will defend my record at the appropriate for the Republican gubernatorial candidates to his campaign account.

Hurry in and switch to Cingular today!
Sale ends 11/1/03.
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FREE DVD Player
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Bring in this
coupon and get
a free Samsung
Progressive Scan
DVD player
when you buy
a S307 phone.

after $100 instant rebate and $50 mail-in rebate
with 2-year service agreement.

Smallest Flip Phone Available
• Down loadable graphics, games &
Super Tone ringtones
• High resolution 65K color display
• Infrared Data Transfer capable
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Add a line for
No one lets you add a line for less.

$

On select plans starting at $39.99. Other monthly charges apply See below
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per line
per month
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Sign up for service and if you are
not completely satisfied within the first 14 days, just
return your phone and only pay for the service you used.

cingular
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Wireless
Highest Overall Satisfaction
Among Wireless Telephone Users
in the Southeast Region in a tie.

Cingular

PART OF THE BELLSOUTH FAMILY

To sign up for the plan that
fits you best today:

TURING?

Still, by the definition
that Bush offered on
Tuesday, none of this
amounts to political activity
on his part.
differentiated
He
between what he called
"laying the groundwork for
the campaign," which he
said includes activities conBush
sidered by many to be crucial campaign components
of fund raising, organizing in states, deciding
strategy and running get-out-the-vote efforts,
from directly confronting his opponents.

FALL PHONE SALE.
You'Wget much more than just a phone.

ATV injuries
went up in 2002
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of people killed or injured
using all-terrain vehicles is rising,
the government said Tuesday.
The Consumer Product Safety
Commission reported that 113,900
people were injured severely
enough in 2002 to be taken to a
hospital emergency room, up from
110,100 in 2001. In addition, 467
people died in ATV-related accidents in 2001, up from 446 in 2000,
the latest available figures, the
report said.
Children under 16 years old had
37,100 serious injuries in 2002, up
from 34,300 in 2001, and more
than any other age group.
ATVs have three or four wheels
with a wide stance and cushy tires.
They can be driven on dirt, rocks
and trails. No new three-wheel
ATVs have been built since 1988
under an agreement between the
industry and the federal government.
The CPSC is considering a
request from advocacy and consumer groups to ban the use of
ATVs by anyone under age 16. A
hearing on the issue is scheduled
for Nov. 6 in Albuquerque, N.M.
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'Project Safe Kids' new program MMus
to help protect children underway
From southern California to St.
Louis to Kentucky, recent child
abductions have kept our nation
angry, scared, and wondering what
can be done to keep our children
safe.
County
...Wray-Calloway
Hospital and radio station FROGGY 103.7 FM have partnered to
offer a new way for parents to help
authorities if their child goes missing. Project Safe Kids, part of the
Amber Alert program, which warns
media and emergency management
officials that a child is missing, will
help parents collect and save samples of their children's DNA.
The kits, provided by Woodmen
of the World, will allow parents to
save the DNA for up to 15 'years.
Having the information on hand and
available soon after a child is missing increases the chances of saving
that young person's life, according
to law enforcement officials.
"It's very easy to do them," said
Catherine Sivills, director of
Planning and Marketing at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. "You
just take the swab, rub it in your

child's mouth, follow the directions
on the kit, and then put it in a safe
place so that if anything ever did
happen, the DNA would be available."
About 700 kits will be given out
free of charge at five McDonald's
locations in region one Saturday of
each month. The kick-off event will
be Nov. 1 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
the McDonald's location in Murray.
The Other dates and locations are
as follows:
.Dec.6— Benton McDonald's
Mayfield
10
•Jan.
—
McDonald's
+eh. 10— Paris McDonald's
•March 20 — Location to be
announced.
The Health Express will be at
each location, conducting free Body
Mass Index screenings. Health
information will be available at the
events.
For more information on Project
Safe Kids, contact the Planning and
Marketing Department at 762-1381
or contact FROGGY 103.7 FM at
753-2400.

lo's
Datebook

The Murray-Calloway Transit one-way fare on Nov. 11.
Authority, along with Fulton
"This special day is to salute and
County Transit Authority and say thank you to our communities
Paducah Area Transit System have and our local veterans," said Bjarne
announced a "Regional Nickel Day" Hansen, director of Murrayon Tuesday, Nov. 11.
Calloway County Transit Authority.
The fare will be a nickel for a
Hansen said "public transportation is vitally important to all of
Western Kentucky."
Kenney Etherton and Gary
Kitchin are directors of the Fulton
and Paducah Transit Authorities
respectively.

FUN & FASHION

Diabetes Expo
2003 will be
held Nov. 15

4.Kga-T
Ihe Something I.

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

PADUCAH, Ky. — In connection with National Diabetes
Month, the Purchase Area
Diabetes Connection will sponsor
a Diabetes Expo 2003 on Saturday,
Nov. 15, from 8:30 a.m. to noon at
the Lone Oak Church of Christ,
2960 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah.
Judith Watson, RN, CDE, CN,
certified diabetes educator and
nutritionist, said "the Expo is for
people who have diabetes and their
families and friends."
The program of events will
include a panel of speakers to
answer questions, approximately
30 exhibits and various samples of
diabetes products.
Door prizes will be given every
15 minutes for those in attendance.
Admission to the Expo is free.

On Halloween, Friday, Oct. 31, Girl Scout Troop
#I173 will be trick-or-treating for Need Line in the
areas between Main and Chestnut Streets and 8th and
12th Streets, Murray.
If you live in this area, the scouts are asking that
you give non-perishable food items to be donated to
Need Line for the upcoming winter season. Need Line
is low of food at this time.
Persons not living in these areas but would like to
donate items, can drop them off at the Girl Scout
Cabin on Sharpe Street between the hours of 5 to 8
p.m. on Friday. For more information call Cheryl
Hicks at 753-6016.

By Jo Burkeen

Community Editor

Angel alert issued for family

An angel alert has been issued for two twin beds and mattresses for a family. Anyone having any to donate, call the Calloway County Family Resource
Center at 762-7333.

Music Chorus plans practice
Chorus of Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will practice
Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Kathy Mowery is director.

Good Shepherd plans Saturday event
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have its Christmas Bazaar
and Thrift Shop on Saturday, Nov. 1, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church,
located at corner of Highway 121 South and Cherry Corner Road. Featured
will be thrift shop items, baked goods, crafts and games for the kids including a clown and balloons. Breakfast and lunch will be served.

Regional Nickel Day planned

Only eight more weeks until Christmas. Do you
believe it? It seems impossible that it's rolling
around again. We're gearing up with fabulous
merchandise just for you, we'll be ready!
One of our new gift lines is Martin and Bamett.
They started with a line of therapeutic buckwheat hull pillows covered in velvets and silks.
The line has since grown to include a stunning
collection of gift items. Tote bags, handbags,
cosmetic bags, throws and lavender sachets —
all featuring their signature textiles, bold, luxurious and exciting. They are wonderful to have
or to give.
The silk eye pillow filled with flax seeds
soothes tired eyes and promotes rest. They are
wonderful to place in the freezer and chill for
added benefits — no more puffy eye mornings.
The silk brocade jewelry box has a zipper closure that reveals a soft box and surprise fold-out
zipper packet. They make a beautiful accessory
for your dresser or suitcase. The lavender
sachets are beautifully gift boxed and make perfect gifts for someone who has everything.
Another new gift item that would be a great
stocking stuffer are pill boxes with classic artwork on them — the Paris Eiffel Tower, romantic scenes and more. Each is filled with mints:
great for your pocket or purse.
The new contact lens cases are small and have
art scenes on them as well. When opened they
reveal a mirror — perfect for those contact
emergencies.
With all of our new and unusual picture frames
and bath and beauty products. candles and more
there is an abundance of items sure to please
anyone on your list.
Did I mention all the fabulous new jewelry that
has just arrived, including new initial bracelets
and necklaces' This is this season's must have:
anything with your initial.
Another big trend is in active wear sets. With
their princess-seamed velour hoodies and drawstring cargo pants along with a matching tee in
vibrant colors you'll think you're one of the jet
set. They are one of Hollywood's latest trends.
and they 're so comfortable.
Leather and suede are all must haves this season in every color, in jackets, tops, pants and
skirts.
Fishnet hosiery and tights are ho trends this
fall. If you notice it's all the rage from Katie
Counc to the Soaps: all the magazines are showing women of all ages wearing them with skirts
as well as pants.
Try ours in the new Spanx brand, they offer
comfort and wearability that smoothes you
under your garments.
Congratulations to Tonya Moms who won the
jewelry at our luncheon last week. Please join us
this week for a Halloween luncheon treat. All of
our Halloween tops are 112 pnce. We also have
1/2 price racks of early fall merchandise.
Quote of the Week: "Remember, judge a man
by his questions rather than his answers."
Thomas A. Edison
Stay tuned for next week's Fun &Fashion
report. ....
Happy Halloween!!!
"Voted Best Ladies Boutique in
Calloway County... Again."

Girl Scout Troop #1173 will be
trick-or-treating for Need Line

Culpepper and Tucker
Tammy Culpepper and Mitchell Tucker, both of Murray, were married
Saturday, May 10, 2003, at Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Randy Culpepper of Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
and Vicki Culpepper of Murray. Her grandparents are Leon and Sue
Culpepper and the late Bobby Wilkerson and Linda Wilkerson.
The groom is the son of Jerry and Donna Tucker of Murray. He is the
grandson of'James-and Betty Tucker and the late Hampton Boggess and
Doris Boggess.
Dr. Todd Buck officiated at the ceremony. Music included the song,
"From This Moment."
Dana Dick was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Candice
Winebarger and Candice Brittain. Flower girl was Lilly Boyd.
Brian Tucker was best man. Groomsmen were Mitch Craig and Aaron
Carroll. Ring bearer was Ben Boyd.
Ushers were Derek Culpepper, Adam Nance and Eric Braddock.
A reception buffet followed in the church gym.•
The bride is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School. She is
now employed as a licensed practical nurse at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The groom is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School. He is
now a rural carrier for the U.S. Postal Service and employed at Briggs &
Stratton.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Orlando, Fla., and are now residing in Murray.

New support group for stroke,
head injury plans fundraiser
The Stroke/Head Injury Support
Group of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital offers survivors, their caregivers, and other family members
opportunities to share concerns and
support each other.
The devastating impact of
stroke/head injury does not stop
with the survivor, but affects the
entire family.
For
this
reason, many

Need the perfect placefor all
your guests?
We offer Wedding Group Rates
Suitesfor the Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
Book our rooms today!

1210 N. 12th St.

Murray, KY 42071
_
_

(270) 759-5910

OPENING
SATURDAY NOV. 1ST

stroke/head injury survivors and
caregivers become involved in support groups where they are able to
come together with others who
share similar problems and challenges.
To help raise funds for this new
support group, there will be a
Doncaster Holiday Trunk Show and
Luncheon Event on Saturday, Nov.
15 , from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Commonwealth Room at the CUffiS
Center on Murray State University's
campus.
The event will feature informal
modeling and noon dining with proceeds going to the Stroke/Head
Injury Support Group.
A preview of the collection can
be seen online at www.interviewetiquette.com. This is a great time to
shop for the holidays and raise
money for the Stroke/Head Injury
Support Group.
Due to the limited seating, please
RSVP prior. to Nov. 11 by calling
Amy Agyeman at 270-293-4113.
For additional information on the
support group, please contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 or Amy
Agyeman at 293-4113.

Lutherans plan event on Saturday
The Lutheran Women's Missionary League ofImmanuel Lutheran Church
will have its annual ba7aar and bake sale on Saturday, Nov. 1, from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. Featured will be a wide assortment of handmade items, breads, cookies, cakes, candies, homemade jams and preserves. Lunch, consisting of
soups and BQ sandwiches, will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday
Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday, Oct. 30, from 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Glory Bound Coffee House which is now at the Senior Citizens area of
the George Weaks Community Center. Each one is asked to bring a can of
food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will be taken.
This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church and the
public is invited.

Chuckwagon Gang to be at Salem
The Chuckwagon Gang of Jasper, Texas, will present a concert on
Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. at Salem Baptist Church, located at the intersection of Highways 893 and 1836, north of Lynn Grove. A free will offering
will be received.

Jews for Jesus to be at Poplar Spring
The Liberated Wailing Wall of Jews for Jesus will tell the story of Jews
coming to believer in Jesus through music, drama and personal testimony on
Thursday,Oct. 30,at 7 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church. For more information call 436-2564.

Clothes Closet open on Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet is open each Thursday from 9 a.m.
to noon at the church in Dexter. Featured are infants to adult clothes which
are free to those needing them. For information call Linda Young at 4374890.

DES Rescue Squad starts fundraiser
Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Squad has started its annual picture fundraiser. Funds will go toward the purchase of new rescue equipment
to help better serve Murray and Calloway County. The DES does not receive
any tax dollars. Residents will be receiving phone calls on the behalf of the
squad to inform persons of all details.

Narcotics Anonymous meeting Thursday
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
Oct. 30, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West. Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call 7538419.

American Heart Walk on Saturday
The Calloway County American Heart Walk will be Saturday, Nov. I, at
Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. Registration will
begin at 8 a.m. and the walk will begin at 9 a.m. Sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Hospital, the public is invited to the walk for fundraising
for the American Heart Association.

Special parent meeting to be at MHS
"Choosing the Best Life," an abstinence focused curriculum parent meeting, will be Thursday, Oct. 30, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray High School cafeteria. All interested persons are invited.

Treatment Center plans conferences

(AEC)

Calloway County Day Treatment Center and Alternative School
will hold Parent-Teacher conferences and open house on Thursday, Oct. 30,
from 3 to 6 p.m. Parents are urged to come to discuss the progress of your
child or any other concerns you might have.

Curriculum committee will meet

Clinic Hours:
Friday lpm - 7pm

Shopping Er
; A Show
Sat., pet. 11

Saturday Sam - lpm
Walk In's Welcome!
DIET CENTER, LLC
707 east wood street, suite b
paris, tennessee (across from Church of Christ)

731.641.7505 • 866.505.slim

Call Today For Your Medically
Supervised Frogram!
$99.00 1st Visit
1st Visit includes:
• E.r.G.• Office Visit• B-12 Shot

Trip Includes•
•Motorcoach Transportation
(leaves from Paris, TN)
*Shopping at the Wolfchase
Mall
*Ticket to the 5:30 p.m,
Performance of
"The Singing Christmas Tree"
(At Bellevue Baptist Church in
Memphis)
Only
Iser

$30 Per Person

hirt.

Affordable Travel
I -800-644-9363

Curriculum Committee of Calloway County High School Site-based
Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Oct. 30, at 3:15 p.m. in room
808 of the school.

Hoffman fund established at bank
An account has been established at BB&T bank to benefit Andrea Nesbitt
Hoffman and Jason Hoffman who were involved in an automobile accident
on Sunday, Sept. 28, on Highway 68 in Land Between the Lakes. Donations
may be made at any BB&T location and other collection points at various
locations throughout Calloway County.

Noel Market Bake Sale
and Coffee Shop
Saturday, November 1
Fellowship Hall
1 1 1 North 5th Street
8 a.m. to 12 Noon
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National Pharmacy Week

Photo provided

Pharmacists play a vital role in the nation's health care. National Pharmacy Week, Oct. 19-25,
highlighted how the community benefits from pharmacy services, as well as pharmacists'
expertise. Pictured are pharmacists and others that work in the Pharmacy department or
Medical Arts Pharmacy at Murray-Calloway County Hospital during one of their celebration
meals for the week.

Bald Eagle Challenge Bike Race returns to LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Bald Eagle Challenge Mountain
Bike Race is set to take place again
this year at Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) National Recreation
Area on Sunday, November 9. This
race will again be the NORBA
Kentucky State Championship, and
is sponsored locally by the Chain
Reaction Cycling Club (CRCC) of
Paducah.
This endurance event is sanctioned by the National Off-Road
Bicycling Association (NORBA),
and will cover challenging and varied terrain along the North/South
Trail from the Golden Pond Visitor
Center to the North Welcome
Station. Some expert classes will
also race the Canal Loop for a total
of 42 miles.
There are race classes that
accommodate all ages and ability
levels, including: children; firsttimers men and women; single
speed; Clydesdale (200# or over
rider); and masters for ages 50 and
over. Race distances will vary,
depending on the race category. The
race has 32 classes, with prizes
awarded to the top 3 finishers in
each class. Races will be held rain
or shine and will end at the North
Welcome Station.

"Many bicycle enthusiasts use
LBL for all types of cycling, especially on weekends," comments
Matt Edwards, LBL Forestry
Technician. "We have worked with
CRCC for several years on this
event and they do a fantastic job!
CRCC also helps maintain the bike
trails here at LBL through volunteer
work."
For race information, contact
Steve Wilson with the CRCC at
270-362-2453. You can also visit
the Chain Reaction web site at
www.crcc.net. Registration is available at the North Welcome Station,
beginning November 8 from 3-5
p.m. and again on race day,
November 9 at 7:30 a.m. Racers
must register at least 45 minutes
prior to their class start time. The
cost for the race varies from no cost
to $30 for expert classes.
Racers must have a NORBA
license, which will be sold on-site.
A one-day license may be purchased
for $5,and for children 12 and under
there is no charge. All racers are
required to wear helmets. Sponsors
of the event include: Bike World,
Paducah; Bart's Bikes, Grand
Moore,
&
Bikes
Rivers;
Wood-N-Wave,
Hopkinsville;
Grand Rivers; Hooper's Outdoor &

Bikes, Paducah; Chain Reaction
Cycling Club (CRCC). Paducah;
and Land Between The Lakes.
The USDA Forest Service, one of
the nation's leading providers of
outdoor recreation, manages Land
Between The Lakes. Information on
LBL and the North/South Trail is
available by calling I-800-LBL7077 or 270-924-2000, or on the
Internet at www.lbl.org.

BirthAnnouncement
Jacob Ryan
Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Zak Smith of
Hazel are the parents of a son,
Jacob Ryan Smith, born on
Saturday, Oct. 4, 2003, at 3:11 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
five ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Amy West. A brother is Tyler
Smith.
Grandparents are Junior and
Dimple West, Puryear. Tenn., Joe
(Neal)and Dee Smith, Murray, and
iimmy and Tami Schott, Louisville.

You Are Invited
To The 2003

Photos provided

Pictured are several of the 185 employees who received five or more Someone Notices during
this year's Journey to Excellence program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The Journey to
Excellence program recognizes employees for going "Above and Beyond" their normal job
duties and living out the hospital's values: "Moving forward with compassion, confidentiality, and
honesty built upon respect and teamwork."

use
eHo
Lif
PREGNANCY CARE CENTER'S
ANNUAL FUND-RAISING BANQUET

Employees recognized at local hospital for
receiving five or more 'Someone Noticed' cards
This year, Murray-Calloway living out the hospital's values: Murray-Calloway County Hospital
County Hospital recognized 185 "Moving forward with compassion, had the opportunity to win a total of
employees for receiving five or confidentiality, and honesty built $2,500 at the annual Journey to
Excellence party held Oct. 20.
more Someone Noticed cards as upon respect and teamwork."
This year, there was a total of Those with five or more Someone
part of the Journey to Excellence
program during several luncheons 2,673 Someone Notices submitted, Notices or an Above and Beyond
held during August, September and compared to last year's 2,011. Two were eligible to win the cash prizes
hundred forty-nine employees from at the event.
October.
The Journey to Excellence program, which began in 1998, is
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital's way of recognizing its
employees for going "Above and
Beyond" their normal job duties and
After going from a "lay
down and zip my pants"
size 16 to a comfortable
size 4, Peggy Payne says
one of her favorite things
is the extra attention she
• Long Term Care
• gets from her husband.
• Annuities
The key to her success
• Income Protection
has been the support she
• Group Benefits
gets at Curves.
• Business Insurance

In 30 minutes,

Peggy made her husband look twice.

Not lust About
Life Insurance...

Otnie

Ryan Edwards
New York Life
Insurance
Company

The power to
amaze yourself

wwwcurvesanternational.cOM

270-759-3400
1608 Hwy 121 North
Murrav, KY 42071

Join Now

270-252-3399

50% Off*

1769 Mayfield Hwy f*",
Benton, KY 42025

The Company You Keel;
(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

Service Fee

270-575-3800
Over 5,000 fixation

3420 Park Ave
Paducah, KY 42001
'Otter hard oo hrst rat enrollment. monomum 12 TO

C

d program Void where prohlhoed

"The Next Generation Is In Our Hands"
Featuring:
Gospel Recording Artist Linda Lanier
And
Special Guest Speakers Karin & Dennis Thomas

Saturday, November 15
6:30 p.m.
MSU CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM
Reservations Are Required,
CALL TODAY!

753-0700
Deadline is 4 p.m., Nov. 10
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Weather changes, wildfires still Witnesses detail
threaten Calif. mountain towns 16 hours of
sniper terror
By The Associated Press
RIMFOREST, Calif. (AP) —
The hot Santa Anna winds that
roused California's most destructive
wildfires in history were giving way
to cooler, more humid conditions
Wednesday, but that did little to
tame the blazing tide: Instead, forecasts called for Pacific air to push
fires in new, dangerous directions.
Southern California's mountains
still glowed red as out-of-control
fires devoured dying forests, chasing the region's newest refugees
into smoky traffic jams as they fled
their alpine communities by the tens
of thousands.
The towering peaks of the San
Bernardino range east of Los
Angeles and the mountains of eastern San Diego County became
major fronts Tuesday in the long arc
of wildfires that have roared over
more than 567,000 acres — about
890 square miles, nearly the area of
Rhode Island. At least 16 people
have died since Oct. 21, and more
than 1,600 homes have been
destroyed.
Bernardino
San
the
In
Mountains,firefighters set backfires
along a narrow highway, hoping to
burn out fuel needed by the wildfire
moving up from below. But the fire
still jumped the road in some areas.
"We just pick a line in the sand
and try to stop it. Sometimes we
have success, sometimes we don't.
We just keep trying," said William
Bagnell, fire chief in Crestline, a
small community high in the San
Bernardino Mountains.
Fire burning up the south face of
the range threatened resort communities from Lake Arrowhead east to
Big Bear Lake. Some 80,000 fulltime residents had evacuated since
the weekend, including thousands
whojammed the highway out of Big
Bear with bumper-to-bumper traffic
Tuesday.
The arrival of fire was feared in
the San Bernardino National Forest,
which has been blanched as millions
of trees have succumbed to drought
and a devastating infestation of bark
beetles.
Flames also chewed through
brush-covered hills above homes in

AP Photo

out-of-control wildfire outside
Mike Black of the Los Padres hot shot crew, looks back toward a
West were at work Tuesday,
the
Julian, Calif., Tuesday. More than 10,000 firefighters from around
acres.
battling 10 major fires that have burned more than a half-million
"I'm sad to say the community of
Stevenson Ranch, 35 miles north- of 3,500 famous for its apple crop.
a was destroyed this afterCuyamac
a
had
Fire
Cedar
west of Los Angeles, where some The 210,000-acre
said.
he
noon,"
miles
just
was
and
front
45-mile
sections of the community were
than 11,000 firefighters
More
re
37,000-ac
a
with
merging
from
n.
evacuatio
under a voluntary
were on the lines of what Gov. Gray
Changing weather offered both fire near Escondido.
said may be the worst and
Davis
three
by
exhausted
crews
Fire
problems and promise. Cool, moist
costliest disaster California has ever
air off the ocean was expected to days of battle were pulled back.
He estimated the cost at $2
faced.
stop
to
"There's really no way
replace the vanished hot and dry
billion.
Julian,"
to
up
getting
from
Santa Ana winds that whipped this fire
"This is a total disaster," he said.
blazes into firestorms over the said Rich Hawkins, a U.S. Forest
At least 10 fires have burned in a
ements
Service fire chief. Reinforc
weekend.
from northwest of Los Angeles
span
he
said
Hawkins
but
But forecasts called for initial were sent out,
to the Mexican border. Some
south
many.
as
twice
needed
east
winds that could push fires
set by arsonists; the
believed
were
"They're so fatigued that despite
instead of south and west, said
ignited by a lost
was
Fire
Cedar
might
perimeter
Brandt Maxwell, a meteorologist the fact the fire
fire.
signal
hunter's
willnot
we're
larger,
much
become
with the National Weather Service
Officials have struggled to accuin San Diego. It will take until ing to let the firefighters continue
tally the damage. Authorities
rately
Thursday or even Friday, Maxwell any further," he said.
Diego revised that county's
San
in
about
Julian,
of
south
Ten miles
said, before the moist winds raise
Tuesday from 13 to 12.
total
death
destroyed
were
homes
of
percent
90
mountain
humidity in the bone-dry
Wagner, San Diego
Glenn
But
of
in Cuyamaca, a lakeside town
areas where the fires were fiercest.
medical examiner,
chief
County
Bill
Chief
said
In San Diego County, the state's about 160 residents,
death toll to rise
the
expects
he
said
a
Californi
the
of
Clayton
of
biggest fire was on the outskirts
hundreds of
inspect
crews
as
Julian, a Cuyamaca Mountains town Department of Forestry.
charred homes. "This fire was so
fast," he said. "I'm sure we're going
to find folks who simply never had a
chance to get out of their houses."

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP)
— Ralph Sheldon heard an explosion, then saw a woman slumped
over on a bench, blood pouring
from her head. He thought she
must have committed suicide,
because there was nobody else
around.
"A girl just shot herself," he
told a 911 operator in a call from a
restaurant nearby.
Sheldon took the stand Tuesday
and the 911 recording was played
for the jury at the murder trial of
sniper suspect John Allen
AP Pool Photo
Muhammad.
Spotsylvania County sniper
Muhammad and Lee Boyd victim, Caroline Seawell,
Malvo are accused in the sniper
gestures during her testimoattacks that killed 10 people and
trial of sniper susterrorized the Washington area for ny in the
Allen Muhammad
John
pect
three weeks last year.
om 10 at the
courtro
In
in
trial
on
is
42,
d,
Muhamma
only one of the killings, the shoot- Virginia Beach Circuit Court
ing of Dean Harold Meyers at a In Virginia Beach, Va.,
gas station in Manassas, Va. But Tuesday.
prosecutors are presenting evitimony Tuesday in two other fatal
dence from the other shootings,
shootings on Oct. 3.
because they must prove multiple
Lori Lewis-Rivera, 25, was
killings to convict Muhammad on
shot in the back at a Kensington,
one of the death-penalty charges
Md., gas station while she vacuagainst him.
her car. Firefighter Steve
umed
Sheldon testified about the
Steinberg and police officer Terry
shooting of 34-year-old Sarah
Ridgely described a chaotic scene,
Ramos outside a shopping center
with more than a dozen people
in Montgomery County.
gathered around the victim as
The retiree testified in a shaky
blood bubbled out of her mouth
voice that he was putting a letter in
nose."I felt like a sitting duck
and
a mailbox when he heard "a huge
Ridgely testified.
there,"
out
explosion," turned and saw
a high school footIrby,
Burnell
Ramos' bloodied body on the
that later that
testified
coach,
ball
bench. Just moments before,
a coin launto
he
headed
as
night,
Sheldon had seen a "pretty lady
dry in Washington to wash unisitting there."
forms, he parked his car, got out,
Cynthia Martin, the first police heard a pop and saw a flash of
officer on the scene, testified that light.
she could tell immediately that
Then he heard a woman
Ramos' wound was not self"Somebody's been shot!"
scream,
inflicted because there was no
that the victim was
realized
he
and
weapon nearby. Martin also knew
walked in front
just
had
who
man
a
there was no way the woman could
newsparolled-up
a
with
car
his
of
survive: "When I walked up, her
he said. The
arm,
his
under
per
brain was on the ground, had fallman was 72-year-old Pascal
en through the bench."
a retired carpenter and
Chariot,
Ramos was one of five people
from Haiti. Irby said he
t
immigran
to die in Montgomery County,
was still alive
Chariot
thought
Md., within a 16-hour period on
because he had a grimace on his
Oct. 2-3, 2002.
face and the body was moving.
Prosecutors also presented tes-

The window of opportunity for
low rates is about to close.
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Prime + 0% thereafter!
U.S. Bank Home Equity
Line of Credit

Fixed rate for 6 months!
U.S. Bank Home Equity
Line of Credit
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Join us from 5-8 p.m.
on Friday, Oct. 31st
while our halls are filled with Ghosts, Goblins, Tricks & Treats!

Don't miss out - a rate this low won't last long!
If you act fast, you can still take
advantage of our incredibly low
rate on a U.S. Bank EquiLine Home
Equity Line of Credit — just 2.99%
APR for the first six months. And
only 4.00% APR after that!
Use your EquiLine for debt consolidation, remodeling, that dream
vacation...whatever! Plus, the

interest you pay may even be tax
deductible. And remember, U.S.
Bank has financial solutions for
absolutely everyone, even if you
have less than perfect credit.
For more information or to
apply, stop by any U.S. Bank
branch, call 1-888-444-BANK
(ext. 4100) or visit usbank.com.

Entor for your chow to Win! Only $1 WOO
"Suite .4 The Sweet Raffle"
• Includes one free night at the Amerihost Inn of Murray;
2 free movie passes to the Cheri Theater;
and dinner at Applebee's.
We'll Also Be Raffling:
• Two Vacation Packages •Two Dinner & A Movie Packages
• Gift Certificates for Taco John's • And much, much more!

roceeas are Donated to the YNCR Scholarship Tund.
Raffle Tickets Now On Sale At The Amerihost Inn.
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Enter the Commn' Up Roses ATM Sweepstakes! ;, • •
U.S. Bank branch ATM and cuter the
U.S. Bank Comin' Up Roses ATM Sweepstakes. 4
You could he satin' pretty, with either $25,000
or a seat atop the U.S. Bank Rose Parade. float!
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Martha's Restaurant • Froggy 103.7 • Applebee's • Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
• Lady J's Formal Wear • Taco John's • Roper's Donuts • Radio Shack
• Zeta Phi Beta • America Cash Advance • Office Depot • Kroger's
Chen Theaters • Parson & Milan Rodeo Company • Ryan's Family Steakhouse
• Murray Women's Club • Phi Beta Sigma • My Reality Tattoos
• First America Cash Advance • Tennessee Pride Sausage • The Log Cabin
• Murray Ledger & Times • Papa John's Pizza
•McBee Heating & Cooling • Sears *Combined Insurance Co.
*Woodmen of the World Lodge 187
• Movie World • Tara at Debbie & Co.
•The Cake Lady
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Education events being held at Center for Health & Wellness

Photo provided
Helping out is what Walter's Pharmacy is doing to support
the Cooper Clayton smoking cessation program that is
offered by the Purchase District Health DepartmentCalloway County Health Center. Walter Mehr, pharmacist
and owner of Walter's Family Pharmacy,604 S. 12th Street,
is allowing the participants in the smoking cessation program to buy nicotine replacement therapy at cost. The
Cooper Clayton classes meet at the Stuart Poston Health
and Wellness Center on Tuesday nights. For his efforts to
support the cessation classes Jeri Miller, R.N. with the
health department and member of PATCH-Purchase Area
Tobacco Coalition for Health recently presented Walter a
certificate of appreciation. If you are interested in finding
out more information about upcoming smoking cessation
classes please call the health center at 753-3381.

State survey shows smoking
rates dropping among youths
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
state survey showed that youth
smoking rates in Kentucky have
declined slightly, though anti-smok_,ing advocates said the rate of kids
'who puff would be lower if cigarettes cost more.
Current tobacco use among high
school students dropped from 37
percent in 2000 to 34 percent in
2002, and for middle school students it dropped from 22 percent to
15 percent, according to the 2002
Kentucky Youth Tobacco Survey,
released Monday.
"This is really encouraging
news," said Rice Leach, state Public
Health Commissioner. "While the
changes are not big, they are clearly
in the right direction."
The report, however, points out
that the slight drop in those rates is
"not statistically significant." The
first youth tobacco survey was conducted in 2000.
Anti-smoking advocates said the
survey bolsters their case for an
increase on the excise tax on cigarettes, a suggestion that has so far
fallen on deaf ears in the state legislature.

Maintaining
Your Liver
We all know how important the
liver is to our body. It helps
digest our food and assists in
ridding our body of many toxins. In addition to its many other
functions, including converting
proteins and fats into glucose.
the liver is also the seat of many
chemical reactions involving
cholesterol. Therefore, maintaining a healthy liver function
indirectly helps promote cardiovascular health. We have a
product by the Himalaya USA
company called LiverCare.
Introduced in 1955. it has been
sold worldwide and is recognized by thousands of health
care professionals as one of the
most effective liver formulas
with beneficial effects reported
in over 300 various case studies.
This product is an excellent,
all-natural way to maintain a
healthy liver. We have free samples of LiverCare with a 53
coupon good for any Himalaya
product.
For more information on the
company and their products visit
www.himalayausa.com or come
by the store for literature.

-The fact that (youth smoking
rates) haven't declined a significant
amount since 2000 is not necessarily disheartening," said Paul Kiser,
manager of advocacy and education
for Kentucky ACTION, an antismoking group.
Kiser said cigarette prices
increased dramatically from 1997 to
2000, and youth smoking rates
dropped drastically during that time
period.

The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering several
educational events during the month
of November for Center for Health
& Wellness members as well as the
community.
On Wednesday, Nov.5 from 9:30
a.m. to 10:30 a.m., Ann Ingle,
Diabetes Educator, will present
"Know Your Numbers." This free
class is for people with diabetes.
Participants will learn about blood
glucose, hemoglobin Alc, lipids,
blood pressure, and microalbumin
"numbers" and results as well as the
recommended numbers of the
American Diabetes Association for
each of these areas. Pre-registration
is required, so contact Tara Shelton
or Ann Ingle at the Center for
Diabetes at 270-762-1806 or 1-800822-1840, extension 806.
On Tuesday, Nov. 11, from 4:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., Rebecca Wright,
MS, RD, LD, will offer Weight
Matters at the Center for Health &
Wellness. This class is open to those
who have completed Winning by
Losing or have received nutritional
counseling or personal training. The
cost is $75 for six monthly sessions.
The Center for Diabetes will hold
two Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in November at the Center
for Health & Wellness. The
Diabetes Self-Management Classes
will be on Nov. 11 - 12 and Nov. 20
- 21 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Preregistration for these classes is
required. Call 270-762-1806 to preregister.
Also, on Saturday, Nov. 15 from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m., the Center for
Health & Wellness will offer one of
the most popular Red Cross courses
available, Community CPR & First
Aid Certification. Participants will
learn to recognize and respond to
emergencies inch sing shock, cardiac and breathing emergencies for
adults, children and infants, heat
and cold emergencies, sudden illnesses and poisonings. Additionally,
participants will learn first aid for
everything from cuts and scrapes to

muscle, bone, and joint injuries.
For more information on pro- Health Promotions Coordinator at
Hands-on CPR training for adults, grams at the Center for Health & Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
infants, and children will be avail- Wellness, contact Allison Lancaster, at 270-762-1348.
able and those who currently certified in Adult CPR will learn how to
safely use an AED to provide care
for victims of sudden cardiac arrest.
The cost is $40. Class space is limited, so be sure to sign up today. To
Iregister, call Holly Webb, Executive
Director of the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross,
at 270-753-1421.
On Monday, Nov. 17, the Center
for Health & Wellness will offer
"How About Diabetes: The Power
and Prevention," for American
Stock rr GT4047
Diabetes Month. Tara Shelton,
Diabetes Educator, will offer this
-,'s
class about prevention of diabetes
Automatic
..:'.1.:
from 11:30 a.m. to 12 noon.
• •
Do you look forward to the holi-...111/L --,
days with dreadful anticipation? Do
,
your jeans plead with you to avoid
all eye contact with the pumpkin pie
•;.-• i
and sweet potato casserole? Then
-•
•
come and join Allison Lancaster,
Health Promotions Coordinator,
give a few helpful hints and some
healthy alternatives to your holiday
favorites. On Monday, Nov. 24 from
12 noon to 12:30 p.m. at the Center
for Health & Wellness, Lancaster
P
Rebate: $2,500
will present -Health Alternatives for
Holiday Favorites."
On Tuesday, Nov. 25 from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m.,join Rebecca Wright, MS,
RD, LD, to learn the important role
stock z GT4055
LS
of diet for a healthy pregnancy.
,
Women in the class, entitled
Package
.. .1Laii....3AL•
Pregnancy: Eating Healthy for You
and Your Baby, will learn how to
develop a healthy eating plan and
rd Row
ab
...
...
how their diet can help them with
Seating
,
several discomforts and complica_ __ ..
.
,
.
tions of pregnancy. The class is rec••
lb.;° ANNINNIINIIIIIIIL
ommended for women in their first
Full
trimester, so healthy eating habits
Power
can be established early in their
11
pregnancy, but any mother expectPower
ing is encouraged to attend. Pre-registration for the classes is required.
Seat
Registration forms are available at
the Murray Woman's Clinic as well
P
Rebate: $2,500
as the Center for Health & Wellness.

www.murrayledger.com
your internet source for all
the news
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Concerning Health
MINIMALLY INVASWE
HIP REPLACEMENT SURGERY
Please join us for a free
educational seminar entitled:
Minimally Invasive Hip
Replacement Surgery

Date: Thursday, Oct. 30
Time: 6 p.m.
Lafayette Room
Paris Travelers Inn
(formerly Best Western)

1297 East Wood Street
Paris, TN

'2349333

Rebate: $3,000

P

2004 Chevrolet Malibu
Stock -#GC4126

This Seminar Will
Provide Valuable
Information On:
Arthritis and other conditions
leading to consideration for
hip replacement surgery.
Conservative alternatives to a
total hip replacement.

All New
Malibu

I it

V-6

.

... 4..
Spoiler

A description of the mechanics
of joint replacement.
Rebate. $1,000

A comparison of minimally
invasive hip replacement
versus standard total hip
arthroplasty and what it will
mean to the patient.

.
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2004 Chevrolet Cavalier
Stock #Gc4143
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Presented By:

Dr. Eugene Gulish
Orthpaedic Surgeon

1
.
1
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•
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To register, or to receive
more information or

4r
,

Ifa.

directions to the seminar
please call:

731-644-FIND (3463)
or 1-800-246-2508.

89P942°°

L
.
Eugene Gulish, M.D.

Seating is limited!

'Disclaimer All prices are tax, title & license adcriona A1 or ces - •
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Filc HENRI/COUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER
301 Tyson Avenue • Paris,TN 38242 • 731-642-1220

2420 E. Wood St.
Paris. TN
1-800-325-3229
731-642-3900
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01/C Basketball Media Day

Coaches still leery
of talented Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Con%entional wisdom would suggest
that the 2003-04 season will be
a transition year for the Murray
State Racers.
With a new coaching staff and
a new style of play, it's almost
inevitable the
Racers
will
have their share
of
struggles,
right'?
The rest of
the Ohio Valley
Conference
wasn't
quite
ready to buy
into that theory
Cronin
during
Tuesday's league-wide media day festivities at the Wildhorse Saloon.
"Murray State has been through
some changes, but one thing that
doesn't change is the winning.
They're always going to win,"
said Eastern Kentucky head coach
Travis Ford.
"My biggest problem when I
came into the league was having
to go out and get players," Morehead State coach Kyle Macy noted.
"(MSU coach Mick Cronin) won't
have to worry about that. They've
got players, and they're always
going to have players ... He
won't have any problems (adjusting)."
"They will be tough — that's
for sure," said Austin Peay State
head coach Dave Loos, whose

OVC Men's Poll
The following is !re preLI.Ctea Orde• 01
finish for the 2003-04 OVC men's basketball season First-place votes are in
parenthesis
1 Austin Peay (18)
198
2 Morehead State (3)
172
3. Murray State (1)
168
4 Southeast Missouri State
123
5 Tennessee Tech
114
6 Tennessee-Martin
91
7 Samford
84
8 Eastern Kentucky
83
9 Eastern Illinois
70
10 Jacksonville State
67
11 Tennessee State
40

defending OVC champion Governors were the preseason favorite
among league coaches and sports
information directors to repeat their
2002-03 title. "They will be fun
to watch — if you're not playing them."
Only time will tell if the Racers will be back to their old form
under Cronin. But if they don't,
it doesn't figure to be because
of a lack of talent or hard work.
With the likes of preseason
All-OVC selection Cuthbert Victor, Antione Whelchel, Kevin
Paschel, Chris Shumate and Rick
Jones returning and a pair of
highly-touted junior college transfers (Kelvin Brown and Pearson
Griffith) coming aboard, it appears
that MSU has enough talent to
at least meet or surpass its thirdplace preseason ranking.
Added to that talent base is
Cronin's penchant for hard work,
which has been reflected in the
Racers' offseason conditioning.
A disciple of Louisville head
coach Rick Pitino's frenetic, fast-

paced style, the former Cardinals'
assistant coach insists his squad
must be in good shape to play
in that system.
"It's been a challenge," said
Cronin of implementing his style
of play at MSU. "but our guys
have made it easy because they
like to get out and run. They
paid the price in the offseason."
The best example of Cronin's
offseason workout regime may be
Whelchel, who has dropped from
252 pounds to his current playing weight of 225.
"I think this style of play is
better suited for Whelchel," Cronin
claimed. "It's a lot easier for him
to compete at a lighter weight."
The bigger challenge for Cronin
and his coaching staff this winter might be learning the nuances
of the OVC — a league that is
brand new to the former Cincinnati assistant, who has coached
his entire career in Conference
USA.
"Other than Austin Peay, I
don't really know a lot about the
File Photo
teams in this reague," said Cronin, Murray State senior
Cuthbert Victor was named to the
who coached against the GoverMen's All-OVC Preseason Basketball Team, as selected
nors in the NCAA Tournament
by the league's head coaches and sports information
last March. "But one thing I do
know is that teams like Austin Peay directors.
know how to win.
"One of the big things we've
tried to do is to get our guys to
realize why teams win. Austin Peay
won last year because they held
teams to a low (shooting) percentage, they shot a high perStaff Report
III See Page 11A
ny Davis of Austin Peay, guard
Murray Ledger & Times
Matt Witt of Eastern Kentucky
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Mur- and Southeast Missouri State
ray State's Cuthbert Victor was teammates Derek Winans (guard)
among 22 student-athletes who and Brandon Griffin (center).
received Preseason All-Ohio ValNo Murray State player was
ley
Conference accolades during selected on the
time head coach Eddie Fields folwomen's side.
lowing an 8-20 finish in 2002- Tuesday's media day activities
Preseason Player of the Year
at the Wildhorse Saloon.
03, is hoping Williams' energy
Gerlonda Hardin led the way on
The 6-5,210-pound senior, who
will provide a much-needed spark
the women's first team. She was
garnered All-OVC Second Team
to a program that has suffered
joined by Eastern Kentucky guard
through 13 consecutive losing sea- honors in 2002-03 after averag- Katie Kelly, Morehead State
ing 15.3 points and 8.0 rebounds
sons.
per game, was one of five named guard/forward Kandi Brown, Ten"Our kids are working very
to
the men's All-OVC First Team. nessee Tech center Emily Chrishard, and we're working hard as
Joining Victor on the first team tian and Southeast Missouri guard
a (coaching) staff to evaluate playKenja White.
ers," Williams said. "We're strug- were Morehead State guard Ricky
Named to the women's secMinard,
Tennessee
Tech guard
gling with some things right now,
ond team were Jacksonville State
Cameron
Crisp
and
Austin
Peay
but we're making some strides."
forward Shanika Freeman, Austin
Judging from the OVC's pre- State teammates Adrian Henning
and
Josh
Lewis.
Minard was Peay guard Ashley Haynes, Eastseason poll, the Lady Racers have
selected
as
the
preseason
player ern Illinois guard Lauren Dailey,
quite a bit of ground to make
of
Southeast
the
year.
Missouri
State
up.
Named to the second team were guard/forward Carina Souza, EastLeague coaches and sports
guard Chez Marks of Morehead ern Kentucky center Miranda Eckinformation directors projected
State, guard Earl Bullock of Ten- erle and Tennessee-Martin forward
nessee-Martin, swingman Antho- Julie Young.
II See Page 11A

Victor named to
All-OVC First Team

Williams getting started
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Joi
Williams was content with being
a spectator during her first Ohio
Valley Conference Media Day
experience
Tuesday at the
Wildhorse
Saloon.
"It was a
neat
experience," said the
first-year Murray State Lady
Racer
head
coach. "AnyWilliams
time you're a
rookie, it's good to just sit back
and listen."

OV6 Women's Poll
The following is the predicted order of
finish for the 2003-04 OVC women's
basketball season. First-place votes are
in parenthesis.
1. Southeast Missouri State (10) 188
2. Austin Peay (9)
182
3. Eastern Kentucky (1)
167
4. Tennessee Tech (2)
147
5. Morehead State
106
6. Eastern Illinois
100
7. Tennessee-Martin
sa
8. Jacksonville State
ec
9. Murray State
58
10. Tennessee State
45
11. Samford
39

However, that's far from the
demeanor the former Florida and
Clemson assistant coach has taken
while trying to turn around the
fortunes of the downtrodden Lady
Racers.
MSU, which dismissed long-

Goys
favored
to win

ovc
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Finding a way to help the Austin
Peay Governors pick up where
they left off last season is Dave
Loos' biggest challenge now.
The Governors return all five
starters from a team that went 238 last season, shared the Ohio
Valley Conference regular-season
title and beat Tennessee Tech for
the league's tournament championship and automatic berth in the
NCAA tournament.
Add in a 16-game home winning streak that ranks tops in the
league and 11th-best in the NCAA,
and it's now wonder OVC coaches and sports information directors on Tuesday picked Austin
Peay to repeat as champion. The
Goys were the overwhelming
favorite vote at media day with
18 of 22 possible first-place votes
and 198 points.
"It's going to be an exciting
year," Loos said "I like our team.
If we continue to play like we
did last year with the chemistry
that we had, and we played awfully well on the defensive end, then
we'll get a shot."
Morehead State, which shared
the regular-season title with the
Goys last year, received three firstplace votes and finished second.
Murray State with new coach Mick
Cronin was predicted to finish
third with one first-place vote.
Southeast Missouri placed fourth
followed by Tennessee Tech, Tennessee-Martin, Samford, Eastern
Kentucky, Jacksonville State and
Tennessee State.
This will be a different season
for the OVC. Adding two new
members — Samford and Jacksonville State, both formerly in
the Atlantic Sun Conference —
created an unbalanced schedule
where each school will not play
the other 10 twice this season.
For Austin Peay, that means no
visit to Murray State, which couldn't hurt the Governors' chances.
The Governors won last season because they played well
together, had no ego problems and
concentrated on stingy defense.
They return senior forward and
leading scorer Adrian Henning.

Feuding Lakers win opener Parade
held for
Marlins

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN/AP

The Lakers' Karl Malone, right, shoots over
the Dallas Mavericks' Antoine Walker in
the second quarter of the season opener.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The most
recent Kobe-Shaq conflict distracted the
Los Angeles Lakers in their opener about
as much as a fly hitting a windshield.
That's precisely what newcomers Gary
Payton and Karl Malone expected.
The longtime stars excelled in their
first game with the Lakers, leading them
to a 109-93 victory over the Dallas Mavericks in one of three openers played
Tuesday night.
Defending champion San Antonio edged
Phoenix 83-82 and Philadelphia beat Miami
89-74 in the other games.
The Lakers won decisively despite the
fact that Kobe Bryant didn't play because
of soreness in his surgically repaired right
knee.
He was hardly missed.
"Being a professional and playing basketball — Karl's been in the league for
19 years, this is my 14th year — we
don't have distractions," said Payton, who
had 21 points, seven rebounds and nine
assists. "We play through that. That's

why we're veterans. It's a family feud Devean George scored 16 points each
— one hour and it's over.
and Bryon Russell added 10 for the Lak7_
"Everybody's acting as one. As soon ers, who have won 26 straight
gamesas Kobe gets back, it's going to be even over the Mavericks
in Los Angeles.
better. If we stay aggressive, it's going
"Well, they're awesome," Dallas coach
to be easy every night."
Don Nelson said. "Even without Kobe,
Malone just missed the fourth triplethey have enough firepower to dominate
double of his career with 15 points, 10
the league."
rebounds and nine assists in only 29
The Mavericks reached the Western
minutes.
Conferenc
e finals last spring before los"Everybody made the issue bigger than
it was," Malone said. "When we step on ing to eventual champion San Antonio,
the floor, guys have a goal, and that's but they were thoroughly outplayed in
winning ballgames. That was exciting to this game.
"It's definitely the type of start that
see. Hopefully the fans loved it
"We're going to get better and better we needed," Fisher said. "I'm very proud
as we get things down and our execu- of how well we played together. Karl
tion gets better. We're going to make a and Shaq are great passers on the block.
They hit open guys, and that's where it
run at this thing."
The 35-year-old Payton and 40-year- starts."
old Malone, in search of their first chamThe Lakers led all the way, scoring
pionship rings, joined the Lakers at dis- the first eight points. They led by as
count prices last summer to give them many as 16 in the first quarter and the
such an opportunity.
Mavericks weren't closer than 12 in the
Shaquille O'Neal, Derek Fisher and final period.

Dixon makes impression at Western Kentucky media day

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. (AP)
- Western Kentucky center Nigel
Dixon ducked his head as he entered
the -room for the Hilltoppers' preseason media day on Tuesday.
A metal chair virtually disappeared as he sat down to chat
with reporters.
It isn't easy being 6-foot-1 I,

320 pounds, but the Florida State
transfer said he's heading into this
season in the hest physical condition of his life.
"I'm only going to get in better shape as the season goes along,"
said Dixon. who sat out last year
because of NCAA transfer rules.
First-year coach Darrin Horn said
Dixon took it upon himself to lose
45 pounds in the offseason.

"Nigel Dixon has had the best
offseason, in terms of improving
his body and his work ethic and
commitment, of anybody I've been
around and I've been around some
pretty hard-working kids," said
Horn, a former Marquette assistant.
But Dixon said he never feared
Horn would kick him off the team
if he didn't slim down.

"When you're 6-11, 320, it's
not going to be a big deal, playing half-court or if you want to
push it," he said. "I'm going to
go out there and do what I do.
That's rebound and be a big presence in the post."
That's good news for the rest
of the Hilltoppers. who played
most of last season without a legitimate post presence. They still

swept the Sun Belt Conference
regular-season and tournament titles
for the third straight season and
went 24-9.
Dixon will be a nice luxury
this year, his teammates say.
"A tough post. player is always
helpful. It makes the whole game
easier," said senior Todor Pandos.
back this season after a year of
rehabilitating a knee injury.

MIAMI (AP) — The loudest cheers from the tens of
thousands of Marlins fans lined
up to celebrate their World
Series champions came when
team owner Jeffrey Loria made
a simple promise: The team
won't be broken up.
With that declaration Tuesday, six years of malcontent
and mistrust between South
Florida baseball fans and the
Marlins vanished.
'This is not 1997. This is
2003. We are not dismantling.
Thank you," said Loria, who
hoisted the World Series trophy as he was ferried in a
convertible through the streaming ticker tape and jersey-clad
fans.
Keeping the team intact
means manager Jack McKeon
will be back next year. He
agreed to a one-year extension, Loria announced during
the celebration.
"I have some good news
and a little bad news. The good
news is Jack is coming hack."
Loria said. "The bad news is
there's no had news"
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Golf Winners

SCOREBOARD
Sponsort cl

B1

CO3

20L:.

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

%.—

0
2
6
5
0
2
4
4
0
5
0
2
South
L
W
0
6
1
Indianapolis
0
2
6
Tennessee
0
5
2
Houston
0
1
Jacksonville
6
North
L
W
3
4
0
Baltimore
3
0
Cincinnati
4
0
5
3
Cleveland
2
0
Pittsburgh
5
West
L
W
0
Kansas City
0
8
0
3
5
Denver
0
5
2
Oakland
1
0
6
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
L
W
2
5
0
Dallas
3
0
4
Philadelphia
0
4
3
N.Y. Giants
4
3
Washington
South
T
L
W
0
1
6
Carolina
0
3
4
Tampa Bay
0
5
3
New Orleans
0
1
6
Atlanta
North
T
L
W
0
1
6
Minnesota
0
4
3
Green Bay
0
5
2
Chicago
0
1
6
Detroit
West
T
L
W
0
2
5
Seattle
0
2
5
St. Louis
0
5
3
San Francisco
0
5
2
Arizona
Sunday, Nov. 2
Oakland at Detroit, 12 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago, 12 p.m.
N.Y. Giants at N.Y. Jets, 12 p.m.
Carolina at Houston, 12 p.m.
Indianapolis at Miami, 12 p.m.

New England
Miami
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets

*

Rick Clendenen (second from left) aced the 11th hole at
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf & Sports Center during Senior Day.
Clendenen used an 8-iron from 147 yards out to earn a
a trophy and $100. Wintnesses were Norb Muellar, Norman Jordan and Gerald Midyett.

Freda Elkins (second from left) made a hole in one on
the No. 4 hole at Sullivan's Par 3 Golf & Sports Center
during the recent Senior Day activities. Elkins received a
trophy and $100 Her playing partners were Bobby Elkins,
Jerrell Mullins and Jamie Mullins

••

also bring a new style of play to
the league. Head coach Jimmy
centage and they didn't turn the Tillette will run an offense simiball over."
lar to Princeton, which relies heavIf the Racers can pick up that ily on screens.
winning edge, they should find
However, many expect the expethe competition rienced Governors — who return
tough at the top. all five starters from last season's
Austin Peay 23-8 overall record and 13-3 OVC
and Morehead mark — to win their second conState are the secutive league crown.
favorites atop
But Loos isn't quite ready to
RACERS what is expect- proclaim his team fit for another
ed to be a much OVC championship just yet.
improved conference. Southeast
"It's a compliment to our guys
Missouri State, voted fourth in the and to our program to be picked
league poll, could be a darkhorse first," the long-time APSU head
candidate for the title with a solid coach noted. "but it certainly doescore of returnees and some tal- n't guarantee anything. It really
ented transfers that were forced doesn't mean anything.
to sit out last season.
We've got a talent group of
Tennessee Tech, which has chal- guys, but we've got to have the
lenged the Racers for OVC right team chemistry and we've
supremacy in recent seasons, lost got to have the right mindset. I'm
its entire frontcourt but returns not sure that the best teams in
perhaps the league's best back- this league are as talented as they
court in Cameron Crisp and Leigh have been in the past, but overGayden, who missed most of last all the league is better top to botseason with an injury.
tom than its ever been."
Murray will also have to contend with newcomers Jacksonville
State and Samford. The Bulldogs
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Jacksonville at Baltimore, 12 pm.
New Orleans at Tampa Bay, 12 p m
Pittsburgh at Seattle, 305 p.m.
Cincinnati at Arizona. 3:05 p.m
Washington at Dallas, 3:15 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta, 3 15 pm
St. Louis at San Francisco, 3 15 pm
Green Bay at Minnesota, 7 30 p.m
Open: Buffalo. Kansas City, Tennessee.
Cleveland
Monday, Nov. 3
New England at Denver, 8 p m
National Basketball Association
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
L
W
1
0 1.000 —
Philadelphia
0 000 1/2
0
Boston
0 000 1/2
0
New Jersey
0 000 1/2
0
New York
0 000 1/2
0
Orlando
0 000 1/2
0
Washington
1
000
1
0
Miami
Central Division
W
Pet GB
L
0 .000 —
0
Atlanta
0 .000 —
0
Chicago
0 .000 —
0
Cleveland
0 .000 —
0
Detroit
0 .000 —
0
Indiana
0 .000 —
0
Milwaukee
0 .000 —
0
New Orleans
0 .000 —
0
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L
W
Pet GB
0 1.000
1
San Antonio
O
0 .000 1/2
Denver
0 .000 1/2
O
Houston
0 .000 1/2
O
Memphis
0 .000 1/2
O
Minnesota
0 .000 1/2
O
Utah
1
O
1 .000
Dallas
Pacific Division
Pct GB
L
O
1
0 1.000
L.A. Lakers
0 .000 1/2
O
Golden State
0 .000 1/2
O
L.A. Clippers
0 .000 1/2
O
Portland
0 .000 1/2
O
Sacramento
0 .000 1/2
O
Seattle
1
O
1 .000
Phoenix

2004 Toyota Corolla CE
s!„K.Tc4L,24
\\
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sophomore, showed some promise
last winter by being named to the
Murray to finish ninth in a league's all-freshman team after
recently-expanded 11-team confer- averaging 9.8 points and 5.8
ence, which added Jacksonville rebounds per outing.
State and Samford as new memBut the rest of the squad is
bers in the offseason.
largely young and inexperienced,
Southeast Missouri State was presenting Williams with the dilemthe top choice to claim the OVC ma of what style of play she can
crown — ahead of defending cham- implement this season.
pion Austin Peay State, Eastern
Williams prefers an up-tempo
Kentucky and Tennessee Tech.
style — similar to new men's
Williams, who admits she's not coach Mick Cronin's frenetic pace
familiar with the OVC after spend- — but isn't sure she has the pering 12 seasons in the Southeast- sonnel or depth to do it.
ern Conference and one in the
"We have to find a style that
Atlantic Coast Conference, prefers plays to the strengths of our playto let others speculate on the ers," she said. "We're struggling
league's pecking order.
right now to find some scoring
For now, she will concentrate on the inside. We need some peoon developing a squad that returns ple to step up and score and be
just one starter from last season. consistent."
"Right now, our team is trying
to realize what it takes to be successful," Williams explained. "I
think they've developed a lot more
confidence in themselves and they
realize that we're trying to help
them win."
Junior guards Brittany Park and
Rebecca Remington provide a solid
nucleus in the backcourt. Park is
back at the point after a solid
136 Chain Saw-14"
2002-03 campaign in which she
•2.2 Cu. in. - 2.2 hp A
*Inertia chain brake 41
averaged 9.5 points and 3.4 assists
*Lifetime ignition
per game. However, Remington
warranty
— the OVC's freshman of the
year in 2001-02 — is returning from
an injury that kept her sidelined
for a good portion of last season.
Center Lori Trumblee, a 6-3

ft
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Teaching children to be
independent, responsible
clothing for the day (within reason)
QUESTION: I believe one of
successful adult living. He is
the primary tasks for parents is
expected to spend his money wise. He should keep his room straight
to prepare children for the indely, hold a job, be loyal to his
and make his bed each morning. A
pendence and responsibility of
spouse (if he's married), support
9- or 10—year-old may enjoy more
adulthood. 1 have an infant son
the needs of his family, obey the
freedom, such as choosing from
and want to teach him to be self- --taws of the land and be a good eiti- apptoved television programs. I am
disciplined and responsible as the zen. mother words, during the short not suggesting we abdicate
parental
sears unfold. But I don't know
course of childhood, an individual
leadership during these years;
where to start. How can I instill
should progress systematically
rather, I believe we should give
these characteristics in my son
from dependency to independency
conscious
thought to the reasonand how early should I begin?
— from irresponsibility to responable, orderly transfer of freedom
DR. DOBSON: Well, that is
sibility.
and responsibility, so that we are
what good parenting is all about.
The question is how does little
preparing the child each year for
Let me describe
John or Nancy or Paul get from
the task in
Position A to Position 13? How does that moment of full independence
developmental
that must come.
that magical transformation from
terms. A little
Returning to your question
babyhood to maturity take place?
child at birth is,
Some parents seem to believe it all
about your infant son, let me cite
of course, comwill coalesce toward the latter end
two insightful phrases coined by
pletely helpless. of adolescence, about 15 minutes
Marguerite and Willard Beecher
That little guy
before the individual leaves home.
that will guide the instructional
lying in his crib
I reject that notion categorically.
process I have described. They are:
can do nothing
The best preparation for adulthood
(1) the parent needs to gain his or
for himself: He
comes from training in responsibili- her freedom from the child, so that
doesn't roll over ty during the childhood years.
the child can obtain his or her freeFocus on or hold his botThis is not to say the child
dom from the parent; and (2)a parthe Family tle. He can't say should be required to work like an ent
should do nothing for a child
"please"
or
adult. It does mean he can be
By Dr. James
that
the child can profit from doing
"thank
you,"
progress
in
an
orderencouraged
to
Dobson
for
himself
or herself. If you apply
and
he
doesn't
ly timetable of events, carrying the
President
apologize for
level of responsibility that is appro- those two recommendations, you'll
getting you up
get that boy ready to be a responsipriate for his age. Shortly after
six times in one
birth, for example, the mother
ble man.
night. Nor is he sympathetic when
begins transferring responsibilities
you drive the point of a safety pin
from her shoulders to those of her
Send questions to Dr. Dobson,
through the fleshy pan of your
infant. Little by little he learns to
do Focus on the Family, P.O. Box
thumb at 3 a.m.(without doubt, the sleep through the night, hold his
444, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
greatest agony in human experiown bottle and reach for what he
80903. These questions and
ence!). He doesn't even have to
wants. Later, he is potty-trained and answers are excerptedfrom books
appreciate your efforts.
learns to walk and talk. As each
authored by Dr. James Dobson and
In other words, a child begins
new skill is mastered, his mother
published by Tyndale House
his life in a state of complete and
"frees" herself that much more
Publishers. Dr. Dobson is the
total dependency, and you are in his from his servitude.
servitude.
Each year the child should make Chairman ofthe Boardfor Focus
on the Family, a nonprofit organiAbout 20 years later, however,
more of his own decisions, as the
some dramatic changes should have responsibilities of living shift from
zation dedicated to the preservation
occurred in that individual. He
his parent's shoulders to his own. A ofthe home.
should have developed the skills
f.`. 2003 James Dobson Inc.
7—year-old, for example, is usualand self-discipline necessary for
ly capable of selecting his own

WKAS to take applications for heating assistance
West Kentucky Allied Services soon will accept
applications for the subsidy component of the Home
Energy Assistance Program.
Eligibility will be based on 110 percent of the poverty level. Applications will be accepted from Nov. 3 to
Dec. 12 and will be taken according to the first letter of
the last name:
Nov. 3 — A; Nov. 5 — 13; Nov.6 — B; Nov. 10 —
C; Nov. 12 — C; Nov. 13 — D,E; Nov. 17 — F,G;Nov.
18 — H; Nov. 19 — H; Nov. 20 — I, J; Nov. 24 — K,
L; Nov. 25 — M;Dec. 1 — M;Dec. 2 — N,0,P; Dec.
3 — Q, R; Dec. 4 — S; Dec. 8 — S; Dec.9-- T; Dec.
10 — U, V, W; Dec. 11 — X, Y,Z; Dec. 12 — open.
Applicants must bring their most recent heating bill

or rent receipt if they live in public housing, Social
Security numbers for all members of the household and
proof of income for every member of the household.
Consumers must be responsible for their own heating
costs or pay heating costs as a undesignated portion of
their rent. They also may not have more than $1,500 in
liquid resources, such as a checking account, savings
accounts, CDs,stocks or bonds.
This program does not pay existing bills and will not
pay any deposits to have services connected.
Those in Calloway County who are eligible may
apply at West Kentucky Allied Services at 607 Poplar
St. Suite C in Murray. For more information, call Suc
Chaney at 753-0908.

A Trip Back To Mayberry
Andy Griffith
unveils Andy and
Opie statue
in N.C. park
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Andy
and Opie are on a permanent fishing trip — immortalized in a
bronze statue unveiled Tuesday by
Andy Griffith, whose portrayal of a
genial Southern sheriff has become
a staple of television history.
The sculpture depicts the scene
in the title credits of the "Andy
Griffith Show," in which — to the
tune of the jaunty, whistled theme
song — Sheriff Andy Taylor walks
to a fishing hole with son, Opie.
"That beats anything. I kind of
wish I looked like that now," the
white-haired, 77-year-old Griffith
told hundreds of fans who gathered
next to a pond in Raleigh's Pullen
Park for the morning unveiling.
The cable network TV Land
agreed to build and maintain the
statue at no cost to the city, similar
to deals over the past two years that
placed a Mary Tyler Moore statue
in Minneapolis and another of
Jackie Gleason's "Honeymooners"
character Ralph Kramden in New
York City.
"The Andy Griffith Show" has
been a television rerun staple since
for 40 years, never leaving the air
since its original run in the 1960s.
Some of the people at the park
Tuesday kept the characters from
the idyllic town of Mayberry alive
by wearing T-shirts with pictures of
Andy, Barney Fife, Aunt Bea,
Opie, and oddball mechanic
Gomer.
"It's just a wholesome show,
lots of genuine values in the show
... a good show for your kids to
watch," said Ricky Carnes, who
wore a uniform similar to one worn
by Deputy Fife."If this show keeps
going like it is, it'll probably last
another 50 years."
The unveiling drew people from
as far away as Nebraska and

AP Photo

Andy Griffith gets a closer look at a bronze statue of Andy and
Opie honoring The Andy Griffith television show Tuesday
after the statue was unveiled during a ceremony in Raleigh,
N.C. Griffith's 40-year acting career has been largely defined
by Sheriff Andy Tayor, a character he played in the show.
Illinois, said Jim Clark, a freelance
writer and founder of the show's
fan club, who traveled from
Nashville, Tenn., for the 30-minute
ceremony.
"This particular day I think it's
Andy Griffith himself who got us
up here. It's just exciting to get a
chance to get a glimpse of him.
And, of course, the statue is just a
neat thing," Clark said.
"That's going to be a real monument literally to Mayberry and
what it stands for. And to see Andy
here with it, that's a pretty good
combination."

Advertising Gets Your Message Out

Griffith, who is from Mount
Airy, now lives on the North
Carolina coast in Manteo. Some in
Mount Airy — considered a model
for Mayberry — have grumbled
that it is a better spot for the statue.
Griffith said the Raleigh park
was a great place for the statue, but
added "I hope they'll do something
for Mount Airy in the future."
He read from a plaque accompanying the statue as he finished
addressing the crowd of about 300.
"The Andy Griffith Show,"
Griffith read, "a simpler time, a
sweeter' place, a lesson, a laugh, a
father and a son."
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Elkins living 'a dream'through serving Calloway County
A DAY IN THE LIFE
By TABITHA ARMSTRONG
Staff Writer
Judge
County
Calloway
Executive Larry Elkins isn't sure
how he got where he is today. "I
wake up some mornings kind of in a
dream. 1 really can't imagine how
somebody like me got to this posifion."
He didn't finish his college
degree, he doesn't have any famous
political supporters, and he came to
the position from the police department, which he said is sometimes
not conducive to running for political office.
But he's here, and happy about it:
"I'm very blessed and fortunate, and
I appreciate it."
Elkins, 55, grew up on a farm in
Calloway County, the place he's
called home all his life. He did
spend two years away from Murray
while serving in the U.S. Army from
1970 to 1971. He began working for
the Murray Police Department in
1972. During his tenure there, he
worked his way up, retiring as chief
of police in 1995.
In 1998, Elkins ran for the judge
executive position successfully and
won the election for his second term
in 2002.
He has been married to Janie
Elkins for 24 years, and they have
three daughters, Michelle Comm,
Tracey Hurst and Cortnee Elkin,
and three grandchildren.
A fan of fishing and boating,
Elkins said he and his wife own a
pontoon boat, two jet skis and a
motor home that they keep at the
lake. They spend the summer in
their motor home, and the winter in
their home of 15 years in Southeast
Calloway County.
He also enjoys reading and
watching television. "I like police
shows ... once you've been in law
enforcement, that's what you are,"
he said.
But law enforcement or not,
Elkins has served as county judge
executive for over four years now,
and he enjoys it. With legislative
and executive duties, the position

A Closer Look at Community Leaders
sense. You do a lot of little things to
help people that don't get in the
newspaper, or nobody knows about
really except you and that person.
You get a lot of self-satisfaction out
of doing those things," he said.
Some of the "little things" he's
done are resolve issues between
neighbors. He's also taken the time
to travel to peoples' homes to perform marriage ceremonies if they
couldn't come to the courthouse. In
addition, at parents' requests, Elkins
has talked to young people about
getting their lives in the right direction.
He said once he even wrote a letter to a credit card company for an
elderly. woman. "She had gotten a
letter that really turned out to be a
solicitation for a credit card company. Kit the way it was worded. she

thought she owed thL
money," Elkins said. The lady was
upset. so Elkins took time to explain
the letter to her, and then wrote the
company to request that they not
send her any more solicitation letters.
It's "things like that that you
don't think about, really" that make
a difference, he believes.
The downside to his job is not
being able to grant some peoples'
requests.
"Sometimes you have to say no
to people. and they don't like it," he
said. This especially comes into
effect with roads — he said 80 percent of the county's roads could use
improvement, but county officials
simply have to prioritize and take
care of what they can.

•See Page 2B
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would be more accurately titled
"county executive," but Elkins said
he suspects that when the job
responsibilities changed in the mid1970s, the office-holder didn't want
to lose his or her title.
"Prior to the mid-70s, the holder
of this office not only had the fiscal
and administrative duties, but judicial duties, too," Elkins explained.
The office's combination of legislative and executive jurisdiction make
it unique, he said.
"It's really the one position that's
different than any other I've ever
seen. You have three branches of
government: legislative,judicial and
executive," he explained. "But this
office [acts) in two of those three.
Most administrators don't have any
legislative duties, strictly executive,
but statutes allow that my office can

vote and act as a legislator in the
meetings like the other members of
the fiscal court. You're also, obviously, an executive."
•
The fiscal court form of countS,
government works like a board of
commissioners, he said. It's made up
of the judge executive and magistrates, who preside over the four districts the county is divided into.
Elkins' executive duties include
administering the budget he's created for the county. Another primary
function of his job is listening to
people and trying to help them, he
said.
"You try to problem-solve. One
day, you'll get people complaining
about their neighbor's lawns and
garbage, dogs and cats, or [that they)
got mistreated somewhere," he
explained."Sometimes you can help

them, and sometimes you can't. But
most people appreciate you taking
the time to listen to their concerns."
The magistrates solve 99 percent
of the problems, but some issues
work their way to him, Elkins said.
"Road problems are our biggest
problem," Elkins said.
Another function of his job is to
serve local organizations. I serve
on or appoint board members for
between 15 and 20 boards and commissions," he said.
It's also his responsibility to hire
and fire county employees. "I serve
as the personnel officer of the county. It's my responsibility to do the
hiring, and if anyone needs discharging, it's my job to do that,"
Elkins explained.
His favorite part, of the job,
though is helping people, he said.

Hight

At

Lynn Grove Country Corner
•Trick-Or-Treot Coocly ScrgsFor The kicis
•Iiome-Cookecl Dinner, Serve.]4-9 p.m.
•kicls - Come Dressecl In Your
Costumes!

Located Off Hwy. 94 West in Lynn Grove • 435-4500

'04 CLEARANCE!! That's Right,
PEPPERS '03 Clearance Sale was such a success, we ran out of '03's,
So we are giving HUGE DISCOUNTS on BRAND NEW 2004 MODELS!
2003 Dodge Neon SXT 2004 Chrysler PT Cruiser 2004 Dodge Stratus SXT Sedan
$15,915
Peppers Disc — 920
Mfg. Rebate....— 2,000
If Farm Bureau — 500

$19,190
Peppers Disc — 1,193
MSRP

MSRP

Sale Price

Auto., A/C,P/W,P/L, Tilt/Cruise, AM/FM/CD

Auto., A/C,P/W,Tilt, CD

Auto., A/C, P/W,P/L, AM/FM/CD

$18,810
Peppers Disc — 815
Mfg. Rebate....— 2,000
MSRP

Stk. 8 CC4035

Mfg. Rebate....— 2,500
Stk. 8CT4033

If Farm Bureau....— 500

$14,997

$15,995*

$12,495*

Stk. 8CC4038

Sale Price
Sale Price
2004 Dodge Intrepid SE 2004 Dodge Caravan SE

2004 Dodge Stratus SXT Coupe

V-6, Auto, A/C,P/W,P/L, TIC,Power Seats, Aluminum Wheels,
Remote Keyless Entry, AM /FM /CD

A/C,P/W,P/L, Tilt/Cruise, MA/FM/CD,Spoiler

Auto., A/C,7 Passenger Seating, PS/ PB, AM/FM/CD

$21,870
Peppers Disc — 875
Nlfg. Rebate....— 2,500
Bonus Rebate — 500
If Farm Bureau — 500
MSRP

$21,125 ;f'
Peppers Disc — 1,130
Mfg. Rebate....— 3,000
If Farm Bureau....— 500

MSRP

MSRP

Peppers Disc.. — 1,350
Mfg. Rebate....— 3,000

5t1,::CC4057

Stk. #CC401J5

If Farm Bureau....— 500

$18,495*

V-6, Auto, A/C,P/W,P/L, TIC, AM/FM/CD. Aluminum Wheels

$22,840
Peppers Disc — 1,345
Mfg. Rebate....— 1,500
— 500
If Military

Cherokee Laredo

_

Auto, A /C, P

$28,055
Peppers Disc — 1,569
Mfg. Rebate....— 3,500
— 500
If Military
MSRP

MSRP

Stk

14(14:

$19,495*

Sale Price

Award Winning
Sales it Service

0

0

Dodge

Dodge

P/W,P/L,T/C, P. Sunroof, Power Seats,leather Seats, 17" Chrome
Wheels, R A/C, 3rd Row Seats

1 !FM 'CD, P. Seats

414
.0=4441111111,,
MSRP

$33,795

Peppers Disc —5,809

$22,486*

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

FIVE STAR

0000

I,,

$17,495*

Sale Price
2004 Chrysler Pacifica

Sale Price
2004 Jeep Grand

Sale Price $16/195
2004 Jeep Liberty LTD

Sale Price

$23,375

Sale Price
0

0

$27,986*

2400 E. Wood St. • Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
'Sale price includes $64.50 doc tee, taxes & license extra
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•Elkins ...
From B Front
"Obviously, se just have a certain amount of financial resources,
and there's a need for a larger
amount of resources than we have,"
Elkins explained. "You have to be
able to say no to some people that
you don't really want to say no to,
but you don't have a choice."
Elkins said it's likely that he'll
run for a third term as judge executive, though he said he has no definite plans.
Running for a political office is
humbling, he said. "Really, running
for public office itself is kind of a
degrading thing."
He said it's unfair when opponents don't tell the truth or refuse to
speak frankly about issues.
"We ought to be telling people
what we stand for, and if we're for a
certain thing, we need to say 'yes,
we're for that.— Politics has become
sound-byte, advertisement- a
focused culture, but he believes oneon-one electioneering is still the best
way, he said.
Elkins said he doesn't mind voicing his opinion, even if he disagrees
with someone, because he's the
highest elected official in county
gnvemment, and he feels he should

be a leader. "I think I should take the
lead in all major issues, whether I'm
right or whether I'm wrong," he
said.
If hindsight proves that he was
wrong in an opinion, Elkins said
voters will have the opportunity to
elect someone else if they wish. "If
I'm right, people will vote for me
again next time, and if I'm wrong,
they have the opportunity to get
somebody else. That's the way I
view leadership," he said.
Being outspoken wasn't pan of
his character as a young person,
though. "In school, I was shy and
quiet," Elkins said.
He credits his parents for much of
his leadership skill. He said he
learned a great deal from them.
Elkins also emulates the good qualities he recognized in his police
chiefs.
He firmly believes that all people
are equal, and he seeks to act on that
principle as judge executive. "When
I was running (for election] the first
time, somebody came up to me and
said, 'Well, have you been around
and talked to the influential peopleT
And I remember I told him, 'No, I
haven't, because as far as I'm concerned no person's more influential
than the next person.—

WIIn

Poet laureates
to read at
Pogue Library
Joe Survant, Kentucky's poet laureate for 2003-04, and James Baker
Hail, Kentucky's poet laureate from
2001-02, will read from their work
at Murray State University's Pogue
Library Nov. 6, as part of the MSU
English
Philosophy
and
Department's Reading Series.
Survant, the author of four books
and the winner of the Arkansas
Poetry Award, is an English professor at Western Kentucky University.
His most recent hooks are "Rafting
Rise" and "Anne and Alphaeus,
1842-1882," which are the first two
works in a projected Kentucky trilogy.
Hall is the author of five collections of poetry, most recently "The
Mother on the Other Side of the
World" and "Praeder's Letters." His
first novel, "Yates Paul, His Grand
Flights, His Tootings," was reprinted
by the University of Kentucky Press
is 2002. The recipient of a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship,
a Pushcart Prize and an 0. Henry
Prize. Hall teaches at the University
of Kentucky.
The reading will be followed by a
reception and book signing at the
Murray State University Faculty
Club. The event is free.

THIS
WEEKEND
at

TN Listings
WEDNESDAY EVENING
ABCD 7:00

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
& Sat. 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.

908 MINERAL WELLS AVE.
PARIS, TN
731-642-7788

BRAND NEW

2003
DODGE
CARAVAN

18,988
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News
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Relative
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Karen Sisco (N)I

News 1

WSMV-NBC 4 4

Ed (N . In Stereo( I
60 Minutes II ii

WTVF-CBS 5 5

West Wing (In Stereo) Law & Order -Daze" News
Becker I Brotherhood
News
West Wing In Stereo Low & Order -Blaze" News I

WPSD-NBC 6 ,6 6 6 Ed .t,/, in Stereo, 1
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WNPT-PEIS 4 $
KB51-For

9 9
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KFVS-CBS 12 12
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WGN
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News
Great Performances: Wait D,sney 'American Masters (In Stereo)I News
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11 30 Ster Trek. Enterprise Jake 2.0 'Jerry 20 I To Be Announced
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12 12 60 Minutes II!
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News!
9 10 Movie: ii • i The Horror Show"(1989. Honor) News In Stereo'II
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USA
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HGTV
SPIKE

For professional reliable.
guaranteed pest control
serrice. call us.

WTBS

65 32 50

Samurai

COURT

66 61

Fake Out Detective Forensic

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Licensed & Insured

Powerpuff Pokemon Jackie

Yu-Gi-Oh! X Men

Forensic System
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691 71 St

Making Real Sports it

MAX

715 72 54

(11,30) Movie

SHOW

,700 73 52

(11:15) Movie

Movie: ** Enough- (2002)'PG-13. X Reverb (In Stereo) Real Women Have Curves- Real Sports !Movie: Wendigo"(2001)'R' Movie: "Teen Warr'(1969) Movie: *e1 Uniawful Entry"(1992)'R' ' The Godfather" fi'
Movie: ' A Day in October Movie:* "Soul SurWvors"I- FilmMovie: 'The litaktonack kfirade"(2003) Going

DISN

7$ 31 57

Stanley Ardis

Pooh

FLIX

715

(11:45) Movie

Recess Kim
Houle Houle ROMS Ldo
Proud
Movie: *** "Black Girl"(1972)13G
Movie: *Li "Brown"(1970)'GP'

HBO2

652

(11'00) Movie

Movie: **'2 'Pie in the Sky" Movie: ** "Before arid After -(199€)! _Movie: cc "Black Knight • (2001)1

TOON

www.servallpestcontrol.com

Nanny I 'Nanny 1 Mad
[Any Day
JAG "Second Signt X Nash BridgesI
Movie: **fli -Motel Hell' 1,1980) Rory Calhoun.

BET

SPIKE

Hwy. 121 By-pass • Murray

Paid Prog Paid Prog.

Late Show i In Stereo' Friends! Late Late Show :t‘l) I
Wilt-Grace Osbourne Show
Elinidele Street
Inspirtion1 Feed
Truths
Inspirtionl Various

CMTV

WTBS

753-6433

Becker! Paid Nog Drew
Harvey

35 35 44 27 Biography: Curtis
American Justice
Fashion Rocks (N( I
36 53 36 2 Movie: -Four Weddings and a Funeral-(1994) Whose? Whose? 700 Club!
37 22 24 4 Neutron Sabrina Full Hse. Full Has. Cosby
Cosby
Roseanne Roseanne
43 36 18
House
Weekend Mission Curb
Spaces
Curb
Restore tf Walls
44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.
Movie: * "Friday the 13th Part VI. Jason Lives" Most
Most
52 26 21 13 Seinfeld Seinfeld Ripley-Believe
Movie: lir'': "Small Sold ers"(1998, Action)I

TOON

WSK-ABC

These are only a few of the great qualities you'll find in our Service Technicians at Serv all
Termite & Pest Control.
Our employees pride themselves on being honest, trustworthy, respectful & well trained.
When you call Servalt you know that your home is being treated by a state-certified technician
- and all our work is 1009- guaranteed.
Our company is licensed & insured. We provide general
liability and workman's compensation insurance.

Frasier! King
5th Wheel Harvey

30 52 31 31 Unsolved Mysteries Movie: "Someone Is Watching"(1999)I
Golden 'Golden
32 51 49 5 Law il Order
Movie: *II "Bnde d Chuck),"(1998. Horror)I llJi& Order
34 511 29
** 'Hailoween 4: The Return of Michael Myers" Movie: **'2 "They Live"(1988) Roddy Piper

WKRN-ABC 2 2

PROFESSIONAL • RELIABLE
GUARANTEED

Tonight Show (N)I Late Night In Stereo Last Call
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Stinted HollyServed
Tempting Faith!
American Masters I

17 $3 2$
Brkthrgh Dickow
Your Day Life Today Old Gospel
Wisdom
WON-PBS 21 21 5 11 Jubilee
Austin City Limits! Mountain Stage!
News
Ky Lite
Psych.
Psych.
Exploring Exploring
WDKA-W8 22 16 10
Smallville -Perry'! Angel In Stereo)! Judy
Roseanne Roseanne Extra! Paid Prog. Ripley
Judy
Road Rule
ESPN
24 29 26 8 NBA Basketball °nano° Magic at New York Kncks.(Live: NBA Basketball Cleveland Cavane s a! Sacramento Kings SportsCenter (Live)I
ESPN2 25 30 25
NHL Hockey: Blues at Rea Wings
NHL
NFL Films :^(
Interrupt Outside NFL Live Fastbreek NFL Live
26 49 27 24 Hard Rock[Cribs
MTV
Rich Girls 'Sorority Sorority Fret Life [Camp Jim Room Rdr Cribs
Jackass Sex 2k
Sex 2k
TNT
2$ 27 39 14 Law A Order li:
Movie: see'2 "The Shawshank Redemphon"(1994) Tim Robbins
X-Files Ascension It X-Files "3" In Stereo)
TLC
Woofs Most
29 41 41
Junkyard Wan
Industrial Wonders World's Most
Junkyard Wars
Industrial Wonders

A BCD 12:00 112:30 1:00 [1:30

www.drivermotors.com

Friends I FriendsI Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Night** Untold Sedate! _Jimmy Kimmel Live
Tonight Show (N)I UM* Night In Stereo. 'Last Call
4Late Show (In Stereo) Entertain Late Late Show (N.I

King

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

HWY. 45N • MAYFIELD
1-800-333-8258 — 270-247-3272

OCT. 29, 2003
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 1 12:30

WKRN-ABC 2 2

LC

SHOWROOM SPECIAL

9:00 1 9:30

8:00 1 8:30

VOSILABC 3 3 3

A BCD 5:00

MINERAL WELLS
PACKAGE STORE

7:30

A-Owlet 11-laurray Electric
C-Madiacom D-Galar/

Student Center

Real TV Reel TV Blind
Drew

Horn-

Horn-

Gundam Justice TransCatherine Crier

Rap City: The Basement
Shania

Blind
Cheers Cheers
Seinfeld Seinfeld Friends
Dragon Totally Dexter

Profiler Venom"

Cops
!Cops 'It

106 5 Park: Top 10 Live
News

BET

Top 20 Countdown

Sister

Even

Sister

Lizzie

Movie: At* "Sliver Dream Racer-(IMO)
Legend-

MURRAY LEDGER 8* TIMES

Classifieds

Fax: 753-1927

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error Murray
Ledger 8 Times will be re
sable for only one
incorriezt eMertion Any error should be reported
ornetellely SO corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m.

Friday

State Laws forbid discrumnation in dw sale rental or adsertising or
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under fed
eral law

For further assistance with Fair Housing Ads ernsing
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P
0031 648-1000

Wed. 5 p.m.

Saturday

All real estate ads ertised herem is subiect to the Federal Fan
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to ads emse airs preference, Imitation or dcscnminabon based cn race, color, religion, sec, handicap,
lamilial status or national origin, or intention to make am such pretennces I/Tutus:ins or &serum:anon

We will know ingls accept AM adsertaing for real estate which is in
violation ot the lass AU persons are hereby uttonned that all
dwelIngs advertised are available on an equal opporturuty basis

Mon. 5 p.m.

Thursday

PAGE 3B
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Thur. 12 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
1130

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic 8 Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
140
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
MoOrle Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services ()tiered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

www.murrayledger.4416
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50

inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
CI A ,ALI, MUSt Rain INAthol DAJA/ Prritla
52.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping (,uide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND IT WILL APPEAR QN
THE WEBSITE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
I INI
I ).1.
$6.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
fii2 75 extra tar Shopper Man Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)S2 50 extra tor blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

020

020
Notice

SAMPLE BALLOT
PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,"
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON THE VOTING MACHINES
IN THE PRECINCTS LISTED IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION ON NOVEMBER 4, 2003.

WEST
TENNESSEE
MOTOR COACH
Owned bN Bobby arta Norma Brown
OFFERING LATE MODEL CHARTER BUSE
ANYWHERE ANYTIME 53 PASSENGERS,
COLD AC, VCR/6 T.V.'S
FLUSHING TOILET,FULLY INSURED
SAFE AND COURTEOUS DRIVERS

Office: 731 —536-1 31 3
Fax: 731 —536-1 31 5
Cell: 731 —504-7284
BY LAW HE'S IN
OUR FAMILY

.

•
._-.
',I...., .---____

ALWAYS BEEN.
WELCOME TO

FOR

WRITE-INS

OFFICES

ONLY

Write In

GOVERNOR
and
UEUTENANT GOVERNOR
(Vote for One)
,

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

INDEPENDENT

General Election
November 4, 2003

General Election
November 4, 2003

General Election
November 4, 2003

REPUBLICAN Party
Straight Ticket

DEMOCRATIC Party i
Straight Ticket

Ernie
FLETCHER

A.B. "Ben'
CHANDLER

,
I

SECRETARY of STATE
(Vote for One)

C.M.'Trey"
GRAYSON

Write In

ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Vote for One)

Jodi D.
WOOD

Write In

AUDITOR of PUBUC ACCOUNTS
(Vote for One)

Linda
GREENWELL

Write In

STATE TREASURER
(Vote for One)

Adam
KOENIG

1

Jonathan
MILLER

COMMISSIONER of AGRICULTURE
(Vote for One)

Richie
FARMER

'

Alice Woods
BAESLER

Russ
MAPLE

f
'

Gregory D.
STUMBO

Help Wanted

NOW forming 8-ball league for Monday nights
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303.
060

Help Wanted

HELP Wanted: Full-time
Appliance delivery & Installation person. Apply in
person at Murray Appliance. 212 East Main
Street.
NEED dependable person
for cleaning days Call
767-0052
NOW accepting applications at Nick's Family
Sports Pub 616 North
12th St
NOW taking applications
for cooks and fountains
for days and nights.
Must be able to work
weekends. Apply in person at Sonic Drive-In 217
S. 12th St. Murray No
phone calls
TAKING applications for
all positions. Must have
references. Apply at Rudy's 104 S. 5th St
BOAT REPAIR & Mechanically experienced full
Competative
time.
pay.(270) 474-2229 ask
for James.

Administrative Assistant

Charlie
OVVEN

Write In

WE LOVE YOU.

BIG Apple Cafe: kitchen
(only) help needed. Apply
in person. 1005 Arcadia
Circle

—
Stephen B.
PENCE

CHRISTOPHER.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

.....

060

NOW. IN OUR
HEARTS HE'S

THE FAMILY

OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY
GENERAL ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2003

Notice

Gatewood
GALBRAITH

At U.S. Bank, we are committed to providing
outstanding service every day, and our exclusive U.S. Bank Five Star Service Guarantee
ensures that we will deliver on the performance standards our customers expect and
deserve, including quality, accuracy, responsiveness, accessibility and availability.

•

Write In

1

If these attributes embody the career environment you desire, please read on about the
exciting opportunities with our company.

Crft
LUALLEN

li
i

ALL PRECINCTS

r
Write In
—

CONSTABLE
let Magisterial District

Charles Marty
DUNCAN

(Unexpired Term) (Vote for One)

MURRAY #1 & #5, FAXON, ALMO, DEXTER AND VAN CLEAVE

CALLOWAY COUNTY PRECINCTS
Murray 1
Murray 2
Murray 3
Murray 4
Murray 5
Murray 6'
Murray 7
Murray 8
Murray 9
Murray 10
Murray 11
Almo**
Calloway
Cherry Corner

Courthouse
1st Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
Murray Middle School
Glendale Road Church of Christ
MSU Racer Arena
West KY Expo Center
Robertson School
West KY Vocational School
University Church of Christ
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Christian Community Church
Almo Fire Sub-Station
National Guard Armory
Good Shephard Methodist Church

Clayton Creek
Coldwater
Dexter
Faxon
Harris Grove
Hazel
Jackson
Kirksey
Lynn Grove
Midway
New Concord
Providence
Van Cleave

East Elementary School
Coldwater Church of Christ
Dexter Community Center
Faxon Fire Sub-Station
Southwest Elementary School
Hazel Baptist Church Activities Center
Murray Calloway County Airport
Kirksey Fire Sub-Station
Lynn Grove Fire Sub-Station
Calvary Temple Church
New Concord Fire Sub-Station
Providence Fire Sub-Station
Hope Harbor Church

•Former Location - Alexander Hall - New Location - West KY Expo Center
"Former Location - Murray Auto Auction - New Location - Almo Fire Sub-Station

Voters with questions about precinct polling place locations, please call 753-3923.

Responsibilities include providing a broad
variety of administrative and staff support
services for an assigned group or manager;
performing broad and varied administrative
duties to relive supervisor of administrative
detail; may include collecting and interpreting data to produce reports, conduct special
projects, coordinate meetings, conferences,
presentations and travel arrangements and
composing correspondence and other documentation as needed.
The ideal candidate will have well-developed
reading, writing, and mathematical skills;
the ability to manage multiple tasks; demonstrated administrative, secretarial, and clerical skills; PC literacy in word processing,
and a high school diploma or equivalent and
one to two years related experience.
U.S. Bank supports a work environment
where differences are valued and respected
and where individuals who share the fundamental values of the company have an opportunity to contribute and grow. To complete an
application, please visit our branch at 1111
Main Street in Murray.
U.S. Bank
Visit us at usbank.com to learn about additional opportunities and our wide range of
products and services. U.S. Bank is an Equal
Opportunity Employer, committed to creating a culturally diverse workforce.

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
In search of manager trainee in the
local area. $30-35K first year earnings plus full benefit package. Call
today and tomorrow 759-5910 ask
for Mr. Neal 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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010

010

01

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Leaal
Notice

010

010

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00144
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender and
MORTGAGE ELECTRONICS REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS, INC., as nominee for
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender do
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,

01U

Legal
Notice

Lobel
Notice

PRICES ARE
Amu FALLING!

Leal
Nodes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00245
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST
by merger with AREA BANK,
formerly PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY.,

New 2x2 Classified
Consistency Ad For
PLAINTIFF,

225.00

VS.,

In The Month of October & November

NOTICE OF SALE
PLAINTIFF,

Regular Price $250 00
Runs One Month, Includes Shopper

DEFENDANTS

LARRY BLAKELY,
VS:- •
NOTICE OF SALE
JAMES B. SILL,
LOETTA SILL,
GUARANTY NATIONAL BANK
OF TALLAHASSEE,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 15, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
November 17, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Being 4.594 acres of land, as shown by plat of record in Plat
Book 22, Page 54, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office,
and being a portion of that land described in Deed Book 194,
-- Page 158,-of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
and said property is generally located 5 miles south of Lynn
Grove, Kentucky and at the end of Herman Lane (a/k/a
Protemus-Howard Road)and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a found iron pin at the northeast corner of this
described tract and at the northeast corner of the Parent Tract,
Deed Book 194, Page 158; thence S 01 minutes 57 feet, 46 seconds East 769.82 feet along the west line of the William
Murdock property Deed Book 127,Page 151, to a found 1/2" iron
pipe; thence N 87 degrees 51' 26" E 107.0' to a found 1/2" iron
pipe in the west line of said William Murdock property; thence
S 05 degrees 02' 32" East 421.47' along said Murdock property
to a found 1/2" iron pipe at the southeast corner of this tract and
the southeast corner of the Parent Tract; thence S 87 degrees
01'39" West 412.21' along the north line of the Lassiter property, Deed Book 191, Page 229, to.a set iron pin and cap #2345 at
the southwest corner of this tract; thence with a severance line
and the west line of this tract N 04 degrees 07'03" W 381.34'to
an iron pin and cap #2345; thence continuing with a severance
line N 82 degrees 59' 51"E 197.86' to a set iron pin and cap
#2345; thence continuing with a severance line N 82 degrees 59'
51" E 197.86'to a set iron pin and cap #2345; thence, continuing
N 41 degrees 19'16" E 72.02 feet to a set iron pin and cap #2345;
thence continuing N 00 degrees 58' 52" W 753.93 feet to a set
iron pin and cap #2345 in the north line of said Parent Tract
and the northwest corner of this tract; thence S 82 degrees 55'
30" E 38.0 feet along the north line of said Parent Tract to the
point of beginning.
Being a part ofthe same property conveyed to James B. Sill and
wife, Loetta Sill, by deed dated August 10, 2000, and filed
August 15, 2000, of record in Deed Book 353, Page 170, in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price and to execute
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, with
good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per
annunrfrom the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.

By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on September 23, 2003, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on Monday, November 17, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly_ described as follows to wit:

CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY TAX
BILLS FOR THE YEAR 2003 HAVE
BEEN MAILED. IF YOU OWN CITY
REAL ESTATE AND HAVE NOT
RECEIVED YOUR BILL,PLEASE CALL
THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE - 762-0350.
SARAH DUNCAN,CITY CLERK
Help Wanted

Domestic & Childcare

YOU'VE GOT BILLS.
WE'VE GOT
PAYCHECKS.

NURSES
AIDE

CLEANING houses is my
business. Call Linda 7599553.

Ft 1.1, or PART-TIME
SEASONAL SALES

Prefer experience but
will train. Must enjoy
working with the
elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere and good
working conditions.

Retails sales experience is
helpful, hut not required.
We provide comprehensive
training. including sales
skills and product knowledge. Generous employee
discounts.

Plan to attend our
HIRING FAIR
Thurs., Oct. 30th
5:00-9:00 pm

Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Drive

Kentucky Oaks Mall
Community. Room
Call to reserve .1 seat
1270i 444-9963

2701365-2023
(270)247-9940

BACK ,-YARD
GE

Radio.Shack.

:NI VIA

10 plaer

all

:u I?
Call us we will
be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &

Times
270-753-1916

Back Yard Burgers
are now looking for
experienced
managers.
Excellent benefits.
Fax resumes to
270-554-8685
or mail to
Back Yard Burgers
2314 Lone Oak Rd.,
Paducah 42001.

Will
EXPERIENCED:
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters,
floors, windows, etc.
Valerie 436-5914
I will care for your child in
my home. Christian environment Call 759-5393
100

Business
Opportunity
FOR sale or lease, due to
illness. Convenience Mart,
deli, gas, grocery. Murray
area 753-9431
NEED help with a loan or
mortgage? We can help
you good or bad credit accepted. .Free of charge.
Call 647-885-9528

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

0101 L

IN MURRAY

320

thence, 30' from and parallel to the centerline of said 16th
Street, south 04 deg. 32'55" east 200.00' to the point of beginning.

GUITAR Instruction. Al
ages-all stlyes. 20 yrs
teaching
experience.
Openings available. Monte
Fisher 759-1081

DUPLEX Unit A 3BR, 1
bath, Kitchen appliances
furnished. Walk to MSU
Unit B, 1BR, kitchen appliances furnished. Walk to
MSU. Call 362-2174

Mobile Homes For Sale

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units. Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible. Phone!
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1BR apartments, appliances
furnished.
$365/mo
$150/deposit.
Call 1-334-628-6776 or
205-361-4761
ONE Bedroom apartment,
no pets, security deposit.
Secluded, in city location.
$385/month which covers
utilities. Tenant only pays
phone and cable. Six
years new. Call Lynda or
Travers at Grey's Properties. 759-2001.
ONE bedroom apartments.
water furnished, close to
campus, No pets Call
753-5980
SPACIOUS 2 & 3 BR 2
bath. All appliances & yard
work. 753-7813 or 7537903
VERY nice 2 BR. 1 1/2
Bath Townhouse, great location, all appliances, cen-

2 Cemetery lots in Memorial Gardens $500 ea. Call
270-475-4347
42" Toshiba Big Screen
TV 3 yrs old, $700. Basketball goal $25. Call 7535138
6 H.P. Murray Go-Cart,
bought new in July 2003,
been driven 3 times. Call
after 5-00 p.m.753-2135

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and to execute
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, with
good and sufficient surety, said amount bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.

L.P. Gas Refills New 20Ib
tanks $18.95ea. Used 20Ib
tanks $1.95ea. All types of
valves and tanks in stock.
FREE used 20Ib tank
w/every purchase. B&B
Brokers 701 S. 12th St
753-4389

NASCAR

This 14 day of October, 2003.

Great Christmas gifts.
Large selection of Diecast
Coats, Jackets, 1-Shirts,
Caps, License Plates,
Christmas Ornaments Etc.
Beasley Collectable at 2
locations: 1801 S. Bell
Avenue, Paris, TN (731)
642-4077 or 500 N. 4th
Street Murray, KY (270)
759-0901.
ORDER Christmas Cards
with Name imprinted at
JHC Advertising & Supply,
4424 Hwy 641N., 7591602 10% given if ordered
by 11/01/03
PAPASON chair, lift chair,
wheel chair, table/chairs,
sleep comfort bed. Call
247-8587
QUEEN size waterbed,
$150 753-8411
TOP SOIL 489-2525

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
Public Works & Utilities Project Coordinator

Responsibilities: Assist Public Works Departments in the
coordination of projects and permits. Areas of
involvement include natural gas system, water
and sewer system, street department and
sanitation system.

Salary and
Benefits:

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

tion. $75.00 each or both
$140.00. Teac 5 CD
changer $35.00. 4354043.

Larry Blakely obtained title to the above-described property by
virtue of a deed dated May 21, 1999, from Ibmmy Mania (aAda
L.J. Thomas Mania) and wife, Regina Mania as recorded in
Book 317, Page 563, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
office.

Department:

Apartments For Rent

2 Burgandy Berkline Re
cliners, very good condi

This tract contains 1.5000 acres, but is subject however to a 10'
wide public utility easement adjacent to and parallel with the
west line of North 16th Street (Brinn Road). This tract is also
subject to those restrictions set forth in deed of record in Book
317, Page 563, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

Position:

Musical

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 836-1876 Six
days a week
WANTED Scrap metal
Free pick-up (270)3394636
150
Articles
For Sale

thence, north 83 deg. 44' 51" east 326.85' to a 1/2" diameter
rebar set in the west line of North 16th Street(Brinn Road);

Help Wanted

Want to Buy

ELECTRIC base board,
heaters, air conditioners,
refrigerators, used carpeting 753-4109

thence, severing the lands of Ibmmy and Regina Mania, north
04 deg. 32'55" W 200.00'to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the northwest corner of Tract 28-1;

060

WASHER/DRYER, stove,
king size water bed. 270362-9729

Public Works
Bachelors degree in Business Administration,
Public Administration, Industry Thclmology or
closely related field preferred.
Certifications in the fields of water and/or
natural gas preferred.
Must possess a valid KY driver's license.
Must possess a high school diploma or G.E.D.
Minimum four years work experience in related
field preferred.

[
121 Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1715

160

Minimum salary for the position $14.69 per
hour(depending on training and experience)
plus benefits. City of Murray benefit package
includes health insurance, life insurance,
retirement plan, longevity pay, wellness plan,
sick, vacation and personal days.

Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N.
5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0350
ext. 103.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m. Wednesday,
November 5, 2003.

Home Furnishings
1 Coffee table w/two
matching end tables, light
wood top w/off white legs
$100, 2 piece wooden
frame rocking Futon, light
wood w/8 in mattress
$200. Call before 3pm or
leave message 753-9717
FULL size bed with mat
tresses and dresser with
mirror, $300 nightstand
free 753-3657
165

Antiques

Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

3/4 bed $300, dresse
$250, dresser $350 1970
Buick Electra 39,000 miles
$6000 753-4647
210

Firewood

Want to Buy

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

co

EDGERGITIMES

thence, with Sullivan's north line, south 83 deg. 44' 51" west
326.85' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set, the southwest corner of
Tract 28-1;

060
Help Wanted

For More Information
Ask For Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson

Beginning at a lir diameter rebar found in the west line of
North 16th Street (Brinn Road), located 1820.84' south of the
centerline of Poor Farm Road, being the northeast corner of the
James Sullivan property (Deed Book 174, Card 877) and the
southeast corner of Tract 2B-1 described herein;

Minimum
Requirements:
060

Call 753-1916

Legal description of a tract ofland situated approximately 1000'
north of Utterback Road, in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 16,
Tbwnship 2, Range 4 East, being Tract 2B-1 of a minor subdivision plat of the Ibmmy Mania and Regina Mania property of
record in Plat Book 27, Page 21, Slide 2537,(which is a partial
replat of Lot 2-B as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 18,
Page 13, Slide 1625)and being further described as follows:

Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner

NOTICE - NOTICE

(Prepayment Required)

FIREWOOD season oak

ABOUT 6 acres M/L, wes or Hickory. We deliver Call
of Rt299, road frontage 753-5476

Must be
unimportant
about 1/4 mi back from
road. Some woods, some
clear. No Realtors 270489-2749

220

Musical
PIANO tuning repair, moving and used piano's
(270)415-0374

1987 Buccaneer 14X70 2
bedroom, 2 bath. $6200
Call 489-6140
1996 Mid-America 3BR, 2
bath 16X80, must be
moved. $19000 OBO.
Master bedroom has whirlpool bath tub 293-4924 or
759A908
2000 Fleetwood 16X80,
3BR, 2 bath, appliances, al
electric, extremely nice
$18,900 Call 270-4892525
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath. Must be moved.
Take over payments. 7592316 or 753-4022
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR, 1 1/2 bath, w/dryer,
unfurnished, dishwasher,
753-2319
deck.
new
$300/month/lease, & deposit
3 bedroom $285, 2 bedroom $275 Call 753-6012

NICE 2 Br 2 bath 4928488
SALE OR LEASE
Remodeled, 12x65, 3br, 2
bath mobile home, w/d
hook-up, central air/heat,
appliances, outside storage, wooded lot in midway. No pets. $350 rent,.
deposit. $24,730 Sale.
(731) 247-3085.
320

tral G/H/A, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
VERY roomy, extra nice,
2BR, 2 bath w/garage, appliances furnished. 1 year
lease/ 1 month deposit. No
2905

Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom & studio apart 2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
ment, near MSU. Coleman for rent 753-4109.
2 bedroom, gas heat, all
Realty 759-4118.
1 Bedroom apartments, all appliances, storage shed,
appliances at the Oaks carport. No pets. $400
Apartments. Coleman RE. rent/deposit 753-7920
2BR with basement for
759-4118.
1 Bedroom, near shopping storage garage outbuilding
center, reference & depos- fenced backyard in city.
it required, no pets. 293-8462
$225 00 month. 753-3949 3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
1 BR furnished apartment. S. 15th $450 month 759No pets. Walk to MSU. 4826
$350/mo/deposit 270-994- 3BR, newly decorated 411
S.8th St $485/mo & secun1959
97n-474-2520
1 OR 2br apts. near down- ly
town Murray starting at HOUSE for rent 2 BR 1
bath, storage building, No
S200/mo. 75:3-4109
pets inside Hwy 299, 571
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Hwy Call Joyce
Kirksey
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
ft.98-2:14n (mil) 994-3883
902 Northwood Dr
HOUSE for rent 38R, 1
Monday,
bath, 2 miles from town on
Wednesday, Friday.
two acres, hardwood
Phone 759-4984.
floors. All appliances furEqual Housing
nished. 753-5341 or 293Opportunity
5215
#1-800-648-6056
TDD
& deposit,
1BR apt available, all ap- LG 2BR, lease
1604
pliances furnished. Mur- No pets, water paid,
Miller $450p/mo 753-0932
ral Realty 753-4444
1BR apt with garage nice or 519-2699
neighborhood. Close to QUALITY Houses and
MSU spacious rooms 293- Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
$462
759-4696 or 435-4632
2 BR apt at 908 Hillwood
360
$350/mo 759-4406
Storage Rentals
2, 2BR apts Northwood &
Cambridge area. All appliances furnished. Call 293- CREEKVIEW STORAGE6968
520-$40. On Center Drive.
2BR Duplex 13048 ValleyBehind Tom's Grille
wood Dr $395 per month
759-4081.
759-4406
MURRAY Store and Lock
2BR NEAR MSU
presently has units availaColeman RE 759-4118,
ble 753-2905 or 7532BR upstairs 5353 ST RT 7536
121S $285 month 48922o6
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
•Inside climate control
Coleman RE 759-4118.
storage
special
3 & 4 Bedroom,
•Security alarmed
rates. Coleman RE 759•Safe & clean
4118
•We sell boxes!
3BR, 2B, C/H/A, W/D,
•We rent U-Hauls

$600/mo/deposit, lease,
1600 N Oak Hill Dr 2937740 or 753-6194

4br, Dtuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX 2BR, 1 1/2 bath.
storage 747 Wiswell 4365685 or 753-5653
DUPLEX for rent Cambridge III, extremely nice,
2 BR equipped w/ all appliances, no pets, immediate
occupancy $475/mo /de
posit 759-8252.

753-9600.
G &C
STORAGE an cl
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Celt:(270)293-418!,
9 a.m.-4 p.m M-F
380

Pets & Supplies

AKC Lab pups, black and
champion
ON KY lake, beautiful 2 chocalote,
Available
BR, 2 Bath Condo. pool bloodline.
554-8731 519-9567

12/01/03 270-436-2868

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Pets 8 Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MINI Goats 489-2534

Used Trucks
1981 Chevy 3/4 ton truck
Runs good $1500 0130
Call 762-0211 or cell 2936085

1987 Mazda 8-2200, only
53,000 miles. A/C.
5-speed, new tires, Extremely good condition,
106 Acres, great budding
runs great $2,500 OBO
site, excellent hunting,
Call 759-5369
road frontage, timber,
2001 Dodge Ram 1500
Lynnville area (270) 556Quad-Cab, 4X4, 60K
37
miles, 285/75R16 All-Terrain T/A's. tool box, bed
liner, great condition
$17 CX:k 762-9967
DEER Hunters Paradise 94 GMC Sonoma ext cab,
40 acres New Concord red, 160XXX miles. very
area $500 acres Will fi- sharp, runs great, everynance Deer & Duck Hunt- thing works. CD player,
ing also 23 acres planted custom sound, If interestin Pine with easement to ed, Call 436-2173 anytime
Ky Lake to boat dock $3300 OBO
Night call 270-436-2921
94 Mazda B-3000, king
Day 270-860-1311
cab, V-6, 5 speed AC
460
86xxx miles $4650 767Homes For Sale
9126
Farms For Sale

1513 Kirkwood, spacious
4-5BR home, many updates Owner/agent Call
436-2752
3 bedroom, 2 full baths,
contemporary home in developing subdivision. Cathedral ceilings in living
and dining room, light and
airy. 753-2135 after 5.00

97 Chevrolet S-10, 4speed, A/C, 4 cyl, 85,000
miles, color red, good condition. $3600 753-2486
Boats 8 Motors
16' Landau trailer 1997,
Mariner. 25 hp, stainless
steel prop, Minnkota trolling motor, dept finder,
000 761-1450
seat

P.m.
4 BR, 2 BA, attached garage, 8'x8' hot tub, real
nice neighborhood. 505
north 7th street. $60,000 A+ Cleaning: Commervery firm (270) 978-0466
cial, Residential Licensed
FSB Owner/Agent, 1 1/2 & Insured. wwwaplustory, 2 full baths, hard- scleaning_info (270) 767woods, ceramic tile, large 0052.
kitchen w/island, large
436-5141 A AFFORDAshop w/office, 2 additional
BLE HAULING, cleaning
lots. 212 Barnett Hazel
out garages, gutters, Junk,
492-8796
tree work.
HOUSE for sale 1507
A-1 Tree Service
Chaucer. Best offer 753Stump Removal
5731
492-8737,
SEE local For Sale By
753-3594
Owner property Call 767Free Estimates
9308 to list your house.
www.kyfsbodirect.com

FOR SALE BY OWNER

This spacious family home features 4 bedrooms. 3-1/2 baths, with
open, light & airy interior. This home has 2 master suites and closet space galore!! Double garage with built-ins. 2,800 sq. ft. of hying space. Located in Southwest Villa with extra lot available if
desired. Priced at $185,000. Call 753-0539.

2100 Carol Drive
adjacent to Gatesborough Subdivision

3 BR, 2 full baths. kitchen/DR, family room, utility room, 2 car

garage. C/G/H/A, lots of storage space. Excellent condition and
ready to move into. $119,000. 270-753-6270 or 270-293-3306.
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
2001 Yamaha Raptor
$4500 OBO Call 759-9086
490
Used Cars
1991 Chevy Lumina Euro
2 door, black, runs but
needs work $700 OBO
Call 759-2378 or 978-0517

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up,
gutters, tree work 4362867
A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
'Driveways
'Parking lots
*Commercial
*Residential
'Industrial
•Hot-melt crack filling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

530
Services Offered

$30
Sonless Offered

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY leaf removal
753-6772
CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
293-0163
D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery
'Complete Lawn Care
'Parking Lot Sweeping
•Pressure Washing
•Snow Plowing
*Trimming
•Leaf Removal
753-2210
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

L!= • V NYL • HAF- .. 'OD • CARPET

Water Damaged Floors

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422

David's Cleaning
Services

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personey install for you?

rliwr 61' 1-411116 Sown

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivewa.v •

•

•

I /avid Borders

ilurrrt lc Tom Trot Rood Fight 1500 yares

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270)767-0313

5CERA'" .E •COMP TILE• VINYL.•HARDWOOD•CARPET

(270)527-7176

TAR]
yob Brother:,

The

Asphalt Doctor
TOTAL ASPHALT MAINTENANCE

Commercial — Residential — Industrial

show'em what

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

- I lin Line of Equipment .
Licensed & Insured

GARAGE

A Classic Car?
Waterfront Property?
Collectibles?
The Classifieds are the easiest,
most effective way to advertise.
A one:week ad will have people
from all over the area showing
interest in what you've got to sell.
So don't be shy, tell everyone you

YARD
SALE
725 Radio Rd.
Almo
Oct. 30 - Nov. 1
7 a.m. - ?
Furniture,

have what they want.

glassware,
clothes, toys and

270-753-1916

a whole lot more.

The Murray Ledger fi Times

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Cash. Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

1111.

you got!

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5•Sat. 9-4

436-5744

Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
Yu We Do Make House Calls!

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Wiggins Furniture

Tree Service

• ASPHALT SEALCOATING •

Using only premium commercial sealer outlasting all the ret
• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
• STRIPING •
Compare Workmanship, Prices 8 Check Referent,
Fully Insured — Free Estimates — 15 Years Experienct,

D'S House cleaning and
house sitting 753-3802

David's Home
Improvement

libur Home Improvement Headquarters

530
Services Offered

0 WE DO! 753-7728
8 Visit Our Showroom Today
0
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Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

SALE

GOODIES

Huge 4-Family
Garage Sale

Corner of N. 16th and Utterback Road

43 Peacock Lane
Take 280 to Poplar
then follow signs.
Thurs. thru Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Antiques, buffet,
cook stove and
more. Something
for everyone!

Wednesday & Thursday
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. - Noon
Bedspread and curtains. electric blanket,
appliances. computer desk, toys, plant
stands, flower pots, glass items, trinkets,
clothes and new shoes for children and
adults. Just too much for one-day sale!

4-PARTY GARAGE SALE

•

CLASSIFIEDS

FINLEY'S Lawn Care
Service. Complete lawn
care service, landscaping,
cleaning gutters, & leaf removal. Call 489-2068 or
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Oct.
994-5944
30, 2003:
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
You bounce into one of those special
Trimming, removal, stump
years where your words are heard and
grinding, firewood. Insurrespond. You might find this quite
others
ed. 489-2839.

Horoscopes

HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
Donald Simmons.
JERRY'S Glass A full line
glass shop, residental, auto, commercial, Mobile or
in shop service 810 Sycamore 759-0203
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost
anything, from attics to
barns, odd jobs, Senior
Discounts. (270)489-2583
KENTUCKY Solar Services has the solution for
your alternative energy
needs. Harness the power
of the sun and get control
of those high electric bills.
Call 270-226-9506 or 270226-9500. Send email inquiries to
mail kentuckysolarservices.com
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal ,
•Free Estimates.
'Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying
753-5827
Painting & Staining, Carpentry, Minor Plumbing
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates, references
given. Phone 435-4682

1994 Mercury Sable good
AFFORDABLE
body, cracked
heads,
Mower repair,
ROOF REPAIRS
1985
S-10
pick-up
Complete new roofing
Pickup/delivery
(wrecked) good 4 cylinder,
Work guaranteed Joe
Metal, rubber shingles
4-speed, transmission &
for prompt & professional
436-2867
aluminum wheels, 1985 4
service call
WD, S-10 Blazer, V-6, ALL
Carpentry
New
CARTER ROOFING
good body and motor, Homes, add on's, garages.
Hazel 492-8688
needs transmission, 1992 pole barns, home & mobile
Puryear 247-3086
Chevy extended cab truck, home repair, water & ternew motor, good front cap, mite damage, screened
wrecked passenger side porches, sun rooms tic753-6919 after 6 30pm
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353
All Major Appliances
1995 Chevy Corsica new AUTO DETAILING
and Most Major Brands
brakes, new tires, good Cars Trucks & Boats
paint, cold air, CD player,
*Buffing
clean car. $1500 761-2261
On The Square•Murray
•Washing
day or night
(270) 753-1713
*Waxing
•Interiors
1998 Buick LeSabre LimitSURE WAY
ed loaded with options Call 489-2525 /489-2020.
TREE SERVICE
143,000 miles, great car BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Stump Removal
$4000 753-9761
Septic system, gravel.
Insured
with full line of
4dr,
Dodge
Intrepid
1999
white rock
equipment.
V-6. 76,000 miles $7500
436-2113
Free estimates.
Call 767-0059
Dozer work & Track hoe
753-5484.
97 Grand Prix GT 2dr,
BRANDON'S Outdoor
loaded, 88,XXX $6,900
Services.
WALTERS
753-9237 after 6:30 p.m
Lawn•Mulch•S hrubs
CONTRACTING
•Biush Hogging•Tilling
98' Plymouth Voyager
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
(270)436-5277
Take over payments Less
Siding, Addition, and Rethan 75,000 miles Call CARPET and Upholstery
modeling. Quality Work,
Cleaning Special $19 99
753-1967
Over 30 Years Experiper room (an area is a hall,
495
ence, Gerald Walters 753stairs, or room up to 300sq
2592.
Vans
feet) *Senior and student
109' discount. Call 767- WEDDING Photography
93 Plymouth Voyager Van 9992 or 871-4258 ask for 20 years experience. Call
white, 1st owner, $1840
for prices 270-345-2752 or
Ft a or Stary
Call 435-4177
CARPORTS Starting at 270-752-2752
5675. installed. Roy Hill
500
(270)436-2113
Used Trucks
CERAMIC Tile Installation
Floors, Walls, countertops.
1968 Chevy Truck, 6 cyl
also carpet, vinyl, wood &
3 speed, runs great VCT Free Estimates. Tom
$1,200 OBO 753-9731
Autrey 270-519-2926

talks, so you might say one thing, but tracks. Recognize that your limits will be
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You easily could wake up on the someone else hears another. Tonight: your strength today. Tonight: Early to
bed.
wrong side of the bed. Resist takmg it out Your treat.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
on the poor c4t. By the time you race to CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
the office or work, you will feel better. **** You might have to deal with a ***** Your words empower a situarefreshing for a change. Express your Discussions prove to be more rewarding grumpy associate as well as some confu- tion, making others feel that anything is
possible. Know what a difference you
energy and ideas. If there is something than anticipated; just don't bring up sion on the money front. Neither will get
can make to others. Your instincts might
you have always wanted to do, this is the money right now. Tonight: Go along with settled immediately. Your strong suit lies
within groups and talking to your trusted be off about some news. Check out all
year. You might not be exactly sure about another's suggestion.
adviser. Return messages. Tonight: Swap facts with the greatest care. Tonight:
a domestic matter, and might not be for a LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Where your friends are.
while. Hang in there until you are sure *** Pace yourself, especially if you war stories.
20-Feb.
18)
AQUARIUS
(Jan.
you have all the facts. If you are single, a are dragging in the morning. Even the
** Know when to say little, even if BORN TODAY
relationship blossoms, but do get to Lion cannot feel great every single
you
find yourself in a state of supreme Singer Grace Slick (1939), actor Henry
know this person carefully. You won't be moment. Deal with an office conversaconfusion.
You will need to sort out what Winkler (1945), musician Gavin
home.
while.
If
bringing
more
work
for
a
tion
involving
situation
a
live-in
ready for
being
said
more carefully right now. Rossdale (1967)
is
attached, decisions around your domestic Do you really want this? Tonight: Talk to
Fatigue might be stopping you in your
life and/or home should be postponed for your roommate.
a' year, 'but talk about' them. CAPRI- VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Though someone might put
CORN chooses you to brainstorm.
you down right now, you're hot stuff.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll The issue for you is acting that way. You
NOW CARRYING THE SUPRA LINE OF TELEVISIONS
4-Positive; too often put yourself down. Give up the
Have:
5-Dynamic;
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!
habit, at least for a day. Sorting out con3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
fusion at the office could be more than
" Your Authonzed GE Showcase Dealer'
you're up to. Tonight: Find your favorite
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Se•
*** Once more you assume a promi- playmate.
nent role, though you might not feel like LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
The Largest
it. Relating to one individual person can *** Stick to business when others
Most Accurate One,,
in America
make quite a difference in the outcome of want to turn the conversation in another
a project. In the afternoon,ilet confusion direction. Your persistence might be nec- We Service All Brands"
be. It, too, will straighten itself out. essary to get a work project on target.
GS05120058
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
You also might need to discuss a diet or
Tonight: A must show.
some other health program. Tonight:
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your efforts to draw someone Plans change.
out of his or her shell could make a big SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
difference, though not immediately. A ***** Speak your mind, and others
group situation or meeting flows the way will respond. Right now, your creativity
you would like. Working as a team once and input mean a lot to those around you.
more proves to be successful. Tonight: Check out a fax or news from a distance.
What you are hearing might not be exactLook behind the scenes.
ly as it appears. Tonight: Join a friend at
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Providing Quality Eyecare For The Entire Family
**** You might feel a bit put down a preferred restaurant.
'Eye Exams For Glasse"& Contacts *Treatment of Eye Infections
by someone and how he or she deals with SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
•Catoroct &Glaucoma Screening
you. Or could this be a matter of your *** Money matters dominate your
/Superior Selection of Designer Eyewear
confidence? Take a problem to an associ- thoughts right now. Your instincts are
506N. 12th St., Suite G • Olympic Picini • klunoy
ate, and you will feel good. Don't listen right-on, so you do need to follow them,
Dr. Douglas W Payne
despite some flak. Confusion surrounds
to all the gossip around
(270) 753-5507
Optometrist

TV'S ARE BACK!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Grand Opening
EYES & EYEWEAR

'The Essential-Day Spa
•MASSAGE THERAPY • FACIALS •HAIRCARE
*SUGARING *MANICURES AND PEDICURES

*AROMATHERAPY *BODY WRAPS
Gift Certificates Available

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Check us out
01 the web!

by Jacqueline Bigar

Named One of America's Fastest
Growing Salons

An

AVEDA
Concept Salon

Mon.-Thurs.9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat.8-2
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760
Al"

Services Include:
'Bathing
'Clipping
'Grooming
.Ear
Cleaning

.ta

•Deticking
*Flea Baths

'Nail Trimming
'Medicated
Baths

By Appointment Only

Warm hugs shen the Little League team loses Healing
kisses on a skinned knee Your kids know you'll be there
for their little problems and their big ones. Isn't it good
to know that we'll be there for them too7

(270) 753-6749
Is A Well-Groomed Dog.

Shelter junior Lite
Ask abolit Guaranteed Insurability

Paula Campbell.
Professional Groomer

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

liovrtal Member

AMA
at
umng

4e,
f VW
Fi4 ellerrie in Smolt
.11,11/110/

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.westsidevet.com

Shelter Litt. Insurance(ornp‘nv
(.01urnhia
www.shelterinsurance corn
Policy 111,096 (1-096 1 .n lou.siano,
in Nebraska, 1.096 3 irt Oklahoma)

1-096 2

Seek Shelter Today,
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Orlon

DearAbby

DEAR DR. GOTT Is there a relation between epilepsy and narcolepsy? My daughter was recently diagnosed with epilepsy, I have narcolepsy
and a second daughter suffers from
yet another neurological disease. I'm
an old lady now, so my problems don't
really bother me, but I am very concerned about my daughters.
DEAR READER: Epilepsy is a type
of seizure disorder caused by recurring, random bursts of electricity in
the brain. It is diagnosed by a brain
wave test (EEG) and is treated with
anticonvulsant drugs (Dilantin and
others). Although some instances of
epilepsy follow head injuries, most
cases are inherited.
Nareolepsy. on the other hand, is a
peculiar neurological disorder of
unknown cause, marked by sudden
sleep attacks at unpredictable times.
It is treated with stimulant drugs
1Ritalin and others).
The two disorders are, to my knowledge, unrelated. Yet I cannot explain
why three women in your family have
three separate neurological diseases.
Perhaps you can find an answer by
directing your questions to your
daughter's neurologist. Maybe he is
aware of some common denominator
that you all share. In any case, epilepsy and narcolepsy are treatable; this
fact should lessen your concerns.
DEAR DR. GOTT: It angers me
when you advise people to stay clear
of reflexologists. You don't know what
you're talking about. Ten years ago I
was in excruciating pain from sciatica. My doctor only prescribed
painkillers and modified my activity.
Eventually I went to a reflexologist
who fixed me up in two sessions. You
have no right to condemn something
about which you know nothing.
DEAR READER: I'm sorry that
standard medical opinion irritates
you. There have been no valid scientif-

ic studies that show any value whatsoever from the practice of reflexology,
whose proponents claim that exerting
pressure on the feet will cure serious
diseases.
There are, however, several excellent studies reporting that patients
with back problems fared setter if
they remained active and merely
allowed the natural healing process to
take place; low back pain usually disappears, in time, regardless of what
treatment is used.
I'll bet that your "sciatica" would
have resolved itself without reflexology if you had been more patient with
your doctor than you are with me.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do Asians and
African -Americans have to worry
about skin cancer, or is this problem
restricted to fair-skinned people?
DEAR READER: Dark skinned
individuals and Asians are bedeviled
by skin cancers, but not to the extent
that Caucasians are. Although chronic
exposure to the ultraviolet light in
sunshine has been shown to increase
the risk of dermal malignancies in all
races, the exact cause of these common cancers remains elusive.
Copyright 2003, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

LookingBack

DEAR ABBY: My 16-year-old
stepdaughter, "Ginger," met a man
on the Internet. At first he claimed
to be 17 — then 24. He turned out
to be 56. Ginger became pregnant
at 17. She claimed her baby was a
local boy's child. We found out on
the eve of her moving out to live
with the predator that our grandchild was really his.
In an effort to find out if he was
sincere or a stalker, I created a fake
screen name, set myself up as an
attractive young girl (complete with a
photo from a royalty-free photo site),
and developed a profile that would be
attractive to him based bn my daughter's likes and dislikes. He contacted
me immediately, and within 10 minutes he solicited me for intimate

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Farmers
• Life Insurance
• Automobiles
• Health (Group & Individual
• Workers Compensation
• Homeowners
• Commercial
• Medicare Supplements
• Bonds
• Long-Thrm Care
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

DailyComics
ESL.C3NICOIECD
WHICH RECIPE
THE PORK, VEAL., MUSHROOMS AND 7
ARE YOU GONG
OLIVES? GREEN PEPPER,ONIONS AND
dr
y- TO USELIJ 3 EGGS? SPINACH,GARLIC,CARROTS,
AND BACON? c..„

10 years ago
ning 21-20 over Eastern. Also honPublished is a picture of Jim Gil- ored at the game was the unbeaten
1933 MSC football team. Published
les, evangelist, reading scripture
outside Murray State University are 1 1/2 pages of pictures from the
Curris Center on Oct. 27. The photo homecoming events. The photos
was by Staff Photographer Amy were by Staff Photographer Gene
McCutcheon.
Wilson.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Price will
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey B. Teitloff,
be married 50 years Oct. 30.
Births reported include a girl to Oct. 22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Capt. Keith and Lisa Allbritten, Sons and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Sept. 22; a girl to Beverly and David Jackson, Oct. 23.
40 years ago
Rickie Williams, a boy to Kelly and
The 127-mile long Western KenJim Lamb, a boy to Kim and Brian
Foster and a girl to Donna and Jef- tucky Parkway was dedicated at a
frey Henderson, Oct. 22; a boy to site near Leitchfield on Oct. 28 at 2
Alison and Joe Geurin, Oct. 23; a p.m. The parkway runs from Princeboy to Kelly and William Gray, ton to Elizabethtown.
Published is a picture of Randall
Oct. 24.
Patterson of the Hazel Camp 138 of
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Claude Woodmen of the World presenting
Miller, class of 1923, being honored a flag for Calloway County High
as the oldest returning graduate to School, to William B. Miller, prinregister at the Murray High School cipal.
Winfred Gail Treas and Max
homecoming. He was presented a
gift by Eli Alexander, assistant su- Wallis Parker were married Sept.
perintendent and athletic director of 21, at Kirksey Baptist Church.
the Murray City Schools.
50 years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Published are pictures of the
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Lyle Miller dedication of the new Calloway
and a boy to John (Buz) and Cindi County Health Center, located at
Wilham, Oct. 18; a girl to Debra Olive and North Seventh Streets,
and Mark Buck and a girl to Murray. Dr. J.A. Outland is director
Tammy and Darrell Overby, Oct. of the center.
20;
Recent births reported at Murray
Susan Lynn Hewitt and James Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Craig Dowdy were married in a late Mrs. Aubrey Stom.
summer ceremony at First United
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt were
Methodist Church, Murray.
married 50 years Oct. 24.
30 years ago
Dr. C.S. Lowry, faculty member
Donna Geurin of Booneville, at Murray State College, spoke
Ind., was crowned as Murray State about "World Events" at a meeting
University Homecoming Queen at of the Home Department of Murray
the football game with Murray win- Woman's Club.

DEAR ABBY: When you advised phone conversation. Our chats
"Brokenhearted Mom in Virginia," always ended with him urging me to
whose daughter is being lured by an call him. I recorded these sessions for
Internet predator, to call the pollee future use against him,then reported
and get them involved, you gave the pervert to the National Center for
good advice. My 13-year-old daugh- Missing and Exploited Children
(www.ncmec.org).
ter was in the same situation.
This incident has been devastatThe 37-year-old man who loved"
my daughter and 'wanted to marry ing for Ginger. She suffers from it
her and have children with her" daily. She has missed a lot of fun in
was a pedophile who had already her high school days because of havmolested a 10-year-old girl. He had ing a child. She is now in counseling
told my daughter he was 15. 1 went and on a long road to becoming the
straight to the police with as much bright, cheerful person she was
information as I could — name, before she was consumed by this.
'GINGER'S' MOM
address, phone number.
The detectives have been wonDEAR MOM: Your story is
derful. My daughter and I are now
in counseling to repair the damage chilling. Unfortunately, I have
this man did to our relationship. I received similar letters from
am grateful beyond words for all the distraught parents telling this
support I have been given, and same story and wondering how
thank God every day that my to handle a situation that is out
of control. No one wants to be
daughter is still with me.
By the way, she didn't meet this told he or she is being used or
guy in a chat room, but playing a taken advantage of, and that
includes teenagers whose selfgame on the Internet.
THANKFUL MOM esteem may be fragile to begin
with. But it is up to the parents
DEAR THANKFUL: I'm rel- to take control when necessary.
Stay tuned. There will be
ieved your story has a happy
ending. Since printing that let- more on this tomorrow — when
ter, I have been informed that I print a letter that will curl
parents should also report this your hair.
crime to the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
by visiting the Web site at
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
www.missingkids.com and filing Phillips,
and was founded by her mother,
a report on the CyberTip line.
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
Parents must be vigilant in www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
monitoring their children's Los Angeles,CA 90069.
Internet usage. To do otherwise
To receive a collection of Abby's most
is to invite a stranger into your
home with unmonitored access memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send •
to your children. Read on:
business-sized, self-addressed envelope,

QT

REMEMBER WHEN YOU USED TO
SAV,"MEATLOAP?/
OH, BOVie
%

plus check or money order for IBS (U.S.
funds) to: Dear Abby — Keepers Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, EL 61064-0447.
(Postage is included in the price.)

ContractBridge

TodayinHistory

The Visualization Factor
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A Q J 1065
IP 5
•K 109
+64 3
WEST
EAST
4—
4—
K 98 763
J42
•5 3
•Q J 8 7 6
4Q J 10 9 8
K 75 2
SOUTH
4K 9 8 7 4 3 2
41 A Q 10
•A 4 2
•—
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
14
Pass
34
3 NT
4•
6+
6•
Pass

South cuebid diamonds to show
the ace and interest in slam, and West
tried to gum up the works by jumping to six clubs. North showed second-round diamond control with six
diamonds, and South decided to go
all the way.
West led the queen of clubs, and
declarer saw that he was in serious
danger of losing a diamond trick. It
appeared that his only hope was to
rely on a heart finesse.
But upon thinking the matter
over, South realized the heart finesse
would almost surely fail. East was
marked by West's opening lead with
the A-K of clubs, and since he was
likely to have the Q-J of diamonds
for his three-notrump bid, it was not
possible for him to also hold the king
of hearts, given his original pass. The
most East could hold in hearts was
the jack.
Accordingly, South seized his best
chance for the contract by ruff-mg the
club lead, cashing the ace of hearts
and continuing with the queen, forcing West to cover with the king.
The rest was duck soup. Declarer
ruffed a club, led a trump to dummy,
ruffed another club and then ran
trumps. On the last one, East, holding the jack of hearts and Q-J-8 of
diamonds, found it impossible to discard successfully in front of South's
ten of hearts and A-4-2 of diamonds,
and the grand slam was home.

7+

Opening lead — queen of clubs.

CatICTI-Iy0

SALES RECEIPT WITH
PURCHASE PRICE CIRCLED
IN LAVENDER &EL PEN...

LAST 3 DIGIT5 OF SALE.SPERSON'5 ZIP CODE...
urnE PLASTIC NA& AC.
CORD WAS WRAPPED N...
LOGO FROM BOTTOM LEFT.
CORNER OF ST4ROFOAM
PACKING iNSERT_ ,

PLACE IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER IN ?Kg ENVELOPE.
INVALID UNLESS ALL
ORICIINAL. TWIST TIES ARE
ATTACMED TO.

Card-reading is the very backbone of good declarer play. To be
able to visualize the opponents'
cards accurately is more than half the
battle; to then take advantage of
these conclusions is usually the easier part of thF journey.
Take this deal where South had to
OLD CAREER C70AL.
function on all cylinders to land his
EARN 1500,C00 A /
141EAR.
NEA CAREER GOAL
4 grand slam. East's three-notrump bid
CHECKjATE
was the unusual notrump convention, indicating at least a 5-5 distribu0
tion in the minor suits.
0 ,

Tomorrow: Just a little white lie.

Crosswords
ACROSS

PC
1F1 B
E.Li_yl IF youRe oNyoua
wAy To LUNCH, MAY I
JOI/J YOU?

!

r VVCO FtSEC)
MOWS ITGOING AT THE

HOT''

I'm sn LL THE

CATERIkJ& MANAGER,
AND WE 01.,S1 HIRED
A NEW CHEFI

HE'S GOOD, BUT So yam&
ITS HARD TO BELIEVE
THEse KIDS HAVE THE
KNOWLEDGE AND THE_EKILL
To DO SUCH A DEMANDING
0-051

I FEei.THE
SAME wAN,/
Peovr fray
DOCTOR

FF

GAFIPIIEL_COOD
OUR TOASTER 15 POSSESSEP
E5? AN EVIL SPIRIT

YOU THINK
I'M NUTS,

DON'T YOU"
)

NONSENSE

$ YOU'LL HAVE TO PARDON ME
t THOUGH,WHILE I SLOWLY
I SACK AWAY TO WHAT I DEEM
TO BE A SAFE DISTANCE

41 Stone Age tool
42 Iranian royalty
46 Ear cleaner
(hyph.)
49 Make a choice
51 Bratty kids
53 Ranchers
footwear
54 Lobster eggs
55 Entrance
56 Dads,
to granddads
57 Baronet's title
58 — spumante

1 Cubbyhole
5 Dole of politics
8 Loot and
pillage
12 Mo. expense
13 Put — — fight
14 Bachelor's lack
15 Baseball team
16 Poet's always
17 Friendly nation
18 Ball of yam
20 Caribbean
liquor
22 Solitude enfoyer
24 Close kin
27 Drone's home
30 Oval
32 Car import
33 "— Doubtfire"
34 Bridle part
35 Emulated
sheep
37 Lipstick colors
38 Police-blotter
info
39 Aboard ship
(2 wds )
1

2

3

5

ill7

13

18

29

17

35

36

PEANUT-Sag,
3811
GET
(I ROM IN
CLAU5TRDP14061A
AS ELEtT
N ELEVATORS
4'E5TERVA!)

CLAUCtRoRioNA
IN STORES IF
THERE ARE A LOT
OF PEOPLI AROUNC)

I GET CLAUSTROPHOC.IA JUST
BEIN6 IN CERTAIN CITIES..

I GET CLAV5TROP408iA
IN TNE WORLD

20

39

ill 10

UU

•

24

U23

1126

31

UUU
UUU
UUU
33II
37

3UUUUUU

43

ME

dUU
1
Maid
ill50

52
51UU

53

111.

11

IUU

21

30

32UUU

11 Piano part
19 Seine
moorage
21 Web addr.
23 Social duds
24 Got a ticket

14

19
22
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8

16UU

MVAv°5 to Ze?

ASK
ATLAS
AWE
LEE SNARE
NI L
FEARS SAGIONGS
NAIL
BEA
PLUGGED
HEAD
YE ENDED
USSR
RAP SOBER SPA
EVIL
NIVEN IM
XENA
T I JIIIANA
IRS
LOLL
FACTUAL
ILIAD
EGO STOIC GIN
NOD
TENSE
NRA

1 "Sister Acr role
2 Elevator inventor
3 Barnyard
sound
4 MOMA artist
5 Good, to Pedro
6 Unseal, to Blake
7 Kegs
8 Dog-paddled
9 Have a cold
10 Grey Cup
sports org.

12UUU
15

27

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

U56

57

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 29,
the 302nd day of 2003. There are 63
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 29, 1929, "Black Tuesday" descended upon the New York
Stock Exchange. Prices collapsed
amid panic selling and thousands of
investors were wiped out as America's "Great Depression" began.
On this date:
In 1901, President McKinley's
assassin, Leon Czolgosz, was electrocuted.
In 1956, "The Huntley-Brinkley
Report" premiered as NBC's
nightly television newscast, replacing "The Camel News Caravan."
In 1964, thieves made off with
the Star of India and other gems
from the American Museum of
Natural History in New York.(The
Star was recovered.)
Ten years ago: President Clinton,
speaking at the Kennedy presidential library in Boston, promoted the
North American Free Trade Agreement, saying President Kennedy
would have supported it. A group of
U.S. luge athletes was attacked by
right-wing skinheads in Oberhof,
Germany.
Five years ago: Sen. John Glenn,
at age 77, roared back into space
aboard the shuttle Discovery, retracing the trail he'd blazed for America's astronauts 36 years earlier. The
government cleared the powerful
drug tamoxifen as a way for healthy
women at very high risk of breast
cancer to cut their odds of getting a
tumor.

illUUU

25 Cow-headed
goddess
26 Big clock
27 Rusted-out
ship
28 Notion
29 Roman road
31 Fury
32 Goat's-hair
garment
33 Shooting stars
36 Price add-on
37 Cheerleader's
shout
40 Fragrant
compound
41 Many NYC
residences
43 Verdi opera
44 RN employers
45 What X marks
46 Montana and
Favre
47 As well as
48 Solar wind
component
50 Taro paste
52 — Lanka
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